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Preface

These are lecture notes on the algebraic approach to regular languages. The
classical algebraic approach is for finite words; it uses semigroups instead of
automata. However, the algebraic approach can be extended to structures be-
yond words, e.g. infinite words, or trees or graphs.
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1
Semigroups, monoids and their structure

In this chapter, we define semigroups and monoids, and show how they can be
used to recognise languages of finite words.

Definition 1.1 (Semigroup). A semigroup consists of an underlying set S to-
gether with a binary product operation

(a, b) 7→ ab,

that is associative in the sense that

a(bc) = (ab)c for all a, b, c ∈ S .

The definition says that the order of evaluation in a semigroup is not impor-
tant, i.e. that different ways of bracketing a sequence of elements in the monoid
will yield the same result as far as far as the semigroup product is concerned.
For example,

((ab)c)(d(e f )) = ((((ab)c)d)e) f .

Therefore, it makes sense to omit the parentheses and write simply

abcde f .

This means that the product operation in the semigroup can be seen as defined
not just on pairs of semigroups elements, but also on all finite words consisting
of semigroup elements.

A semigroup homomorphism if a function between semigroups that pre-
serves the structure of semigroups, i.e. a function

h : S︸︷︷︸
semigroup

→ T︸︷︷︸
semigroup

3
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which is consistent with the product operation in the sense that

h(a · b) = h(a) · h(b),

where the semigroup product on the left is in S , and the semigroup product on
the right is in T .

A monoid is the special case of a semigroup where there is an identity ele-
ment, denoted by 1 ∈ S , which satisfies

1a = a1 for all a ∈ S .

The identity element, if it exists, must be unique. This is because if there are
two candidates for the identity, then taking their product reveals the true iden-
tity. A monoid homomorphism is a semigroup homomorphism that preserves
the identity element.

Example 1.2. Here are some examples of monoids and semigroups.

(1) If Σ is a set, then the set Σ+ of nonempty words over Σ, equipped with con-
catenation, is a semigroup, called the free1 semigroup over generators Σ.
The free monoid is the set Σ∗ of possibly empty words.

(2) Every group is a monoid.

(3) For every set Q, the set of all functions Q → Q, equipped with function
composition, is a monoid. The monoid identity is the identity function.

(4) For every set Q, the set of all binary relations on Q is a monoid, when
equipped with relational composition

a ◦ b = {(p, q) : there is some r ∈ Q such that (p, r) ∈ a and (r, q) ∈ b}.

The monoid identity is the identity function. The monoid from the previous
item is a sub-monoid of this one, i.e. the inclusion map is a monoid homo-
morphism.

(5) Here are all semigroups of size two, up to semigroup isomorphism:

({0, 1},+)︸     ︷︷     ︸
addition mod 2

({0, 1},min) ({0, 1}, π1)︸      ︷︷      ︸
product ab is a

({0, 1}, π2)︸      ︷︷      ︸
product ab is b

({0, 1}, (a, b) 7→ 1)︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
all products are 1

The first two are monoids.

1 The reason for this name is the following universality property. The free semigroup is
generated by Σ, and it is the biggest semigroup generated by Σ in the following sense. For
every semigroup S that is generated by Σ, there exists a (unique) surjective semigroup
homomorphism h : Σ+ → S which is the identity on the Σ generators.
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Compositional functions. Semigroup homomorphisms are closely related with
functions that are compositional in the sense defined below. Let S be a semi-
group, and let X be a set (without a semigroup structure). A function

h : S → X

is called compositional if for every a, b ∈ S , the value h(a · b) is uniquely
determined by the values h(a) and h(b). If X has a semigroup structure, then
every semigroup homomorphism S → X is a compositional function. The
following lemma shows that the converse is also true for surjective functions.

Lemma 1.3. Let S be a semigroup, let X be a set, and let h : S → X be
a surjective compositional function. Then there exists (a unique) semigroup
structure on X which makes h into a semigroup homomorphism.

Proof Saying that h(a · b) is uniquely determined by h(a) and h(b), as in the
definition of compositionality, means that there is a binary operation ◦ on X,
which is not yet known to be associative, that satisfies

h(a · b) = h(a) ◦ h(b) for all a, b ∈ S . (1.1)

The semigroup structure on X uses ◦ as the semigroup operation. It remains to
prove associativity of ◦. Consider three elements of X, which can be written as
h(a), h(b), h(c) thanks to the assumption on surjectivity of h. We have

(h(a) ◦ h(b)) ◦ h(c)
(1.1)
= (h(ab)) ◦ h(c)

(1.1)
= h(abc).

The same reasoning shows that h(a) ◦ (h(b) ◦ h(c)) is equal to h(abc), thus
establishing associativity. �

Commuting diagrams. We finish this section with by an alternative descrip-
tion of semigroups which uses commuting diagrams. We include this descrip-
tion, because similar descriptions will be frequently used in this book, e.g. for
generalisations of semigroups for infinite words, so we want to start using it as
early as possible.

The binary product operation in a semigroup S can be extended to a general
operation of type S + → S . The following lemma explains, using commuting
diagrams, which operations arise this way.

Lemma 1.4. An operation π : S + → S arises from some semigroup operation
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on S if and only if the following two diagrams commute:

S
identity

  

view a letter as
a one-letter word ��

S +
π
// S

(S +)+
product in free semigroup S +

//

(π)+

��

S +

π

��
S +

π
// S

In the above, π+ stands for the coordinate-wise lifting of π to words of words.

For monoids, the same lemma holds, with + replaced by ∗. There is no need
to add an extra diagram for the monoid identity, since the monoid identity can
be defined as the image under π of the empty word ε. The axioms 1 · a and a · 1
then follow from

1 · a = π(ε) · π(a) = π(εa) = π(a) = a,

and a symmetric reasoning for a · 1.
Also homomorphisms can be defined using commuting diagrams. A func-

tion h : S → T is a semigroup homomorphism if and only if the following
diagram commutes

S + h+
//

product in S
��

T +

product in T
��

S
h
// T

By replacing + with ∗ we get the definition of a monoid homomorphism.

Exercises

Exercise 1. Show a function between two monoids that is a semigroup homo-
moprhism, but not a monoid homomorphism.

Exercise 2. Show that there are exponentially many semigroups of size n.

Exercise 3. Show that for every semigroup homomorphism h : Σ+ → S , with
S finite, there exists some N ∈ {1, 2, . . .} such that every word of length at least
N can be factorised as w = w1w2w3 where h(w2) is an idempotent2.

2 This exercise can be seen as the semigroup version of the pumping lemma.
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Exercise 4. Show that if S is a semigroup, then the same is true for the pow-
erset semigroup, whose elements are possibly empty subsets of S , and where
the product is defined coordinate-wise:

A · B = {a · b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} for A, B ⊆ S .

Exercise 5. Let us view semigroups as a category, where the objects are semi-
groups and the morphisms are semigroup homomorphisms. What are the prod-
uct and co-products of this category?

Exercise 6. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let

X ⊆ Σ+ × Σ+

be a set of words pairs. Define ∼X to be least congruence on Σ+ which contains
all pairs from X. This is the same as the symmetric transitive closure of

{(wxv,wyv) : w, v ∈ Σ∗, (x, y) ∈ X}.

Show that the following problem – which is called the word problem for semi-
groups – is undecidable: given finite Σ, X and w, v ∈ Σ+, decide if w ∼X v.

Exercise 7. Define the theory of semigroups to be the set of first-order sen-
tences, which use one ternary relation x = y·z, that are true in every semigroup.
Show that the theory of semigroups is undecidable, i.e. it is undecidable if a
first-order sentence is true in all semigroups.

Exercise 8. Show that the theory of finite semigroups is different from the
theory of (all) semigroups, but still undecidable.

1.1 Recognising languages

In this book, we are interested in monoids and semigroups as an alternative to
finite automata for the purpose of recognising languages. Since languages are
usually defined for possibly empty words, we use monoids and not semigroups
when recognising languages.

Definition 1.5. Let Σ be a finite alphabet. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is recognised by
a monoid homomorphism

h : Σ∗ → M
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if membership in w ∈ L is determined uniquely by h(w). In other words, there
is a subset F ⊆ M such that

w ∈ L iff h(w) ∈ F for every w ∈ Σ∗.

We say that a language is recognised by a monoid if it is recognised by some
monoid homomorphism into that monoid. The following theorem shows that,
for the purpose of recognising languages, finite monoids and finite automata
are equivalent.

Theorem 1.6. The following conditions are equivalent for every L ⊆ Σ∗:

(1) L is recognised by a finite nondeterministic automaton;
(2) L is recognised by a finite monoid.

Proof

2⇒ 1 From a monoid homomorphism one creates a deterministic automaton,
whose states are elements of the monoid, the initial state is the identity, and
the transition function is

(m, a) 7→ m · (homomorphic image of a).

After reading an input word, the state of the automaton is its homomorphic
image, and therefore the accepting state from the monoid homomorphisms
can be used. This automaton computes the monoid product according to the
choice of parentheses illustrated in this example:

(((((ab)c)d)e) f )g.

1⇒ 2 Let Q be the states of the nondeterministic automaton recognising L.
Define a function3

δ : Σ∗ → monoid of binary relations on Q

which sends a word w to the binary relation

{(p, q) ∈ Q2 : some run over w goes from p to q}.

This is a monoid homomorphism. It recognises the language: a word is in
the language if and only if its image under the homomorphism contains at
least one (initial, accepting) pair.

�

3 This transformation from a nondeterministic (or deterministic) finite automaton to a monoid
incurs an exponential blow-up, which is unavoidable in the worst case.
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The syntactic monoid of a language. Deterministic finite automata have min-
imisation, i.e. for every language there is a minimal deterministic automaton,
which can be found inside every other deterministic automaton that recognises
the language. The same is true for monoids, as proved in the following theo-
rem.

Theorem 1.7. For every language4 L ⊆ Σ∗ there is a surjective monoid homo-
morphism

h : Σ∗ → M,

called the syntactic homomorphism of L, which recognises it and is minimal in
the sense explained in the following quantified diagram5

∀∃! Σ∗
h // //

monoid homomorphism g
that recognises L '' ''

M

N

monoid homomorphism f

OOOO

Proof The proof is the same as for the Myhill-Nerode theorem about mini-
mal automata, except that the corresponding congruence is two-sided. Define
the syntactic congruence of L to be the equivalence relation ∼ on Σ∗ which
identifies two words w,w′ ∈ Σ∗ if

uwv ∈ L iff uw′v ∈ L for all u, v ∈ Σ∗.

Define h to be the function that maps a word to its equivalence class under
syntactic congruence. It is not hard to see that h is compositional, and therefore
by (the monoid version of) Lemma 1.3, one can equip the set of equivalence
classes of syntactic congruences with a monoid structure – call M the resulting
monoid – which turns h into a monoid homomorphism.

It remains to show minimality of h, as expressed by the diagram in the
lemma. Let then g be as in the diagram. Because g recognises the language
L, we have

g(w) = g(w′) implies w ∼ w′,

which, thanks to surjectivity of g, yields some function f from N to M, which
makes the diagram commute, i.e. h = f ◦ g. Furthermore, f must be a monoid
homomorphism, because

4 The language need not be regular, and the alphabet need not be finite.
5 Here is how to read the diagram. For every red extension of the black diagram there exists a

unique blue extension which makes the diagram commute. Double headed arrows denote
surjective homomorphisms, which means that ∀ quantifies over surjective homomorphisms,
and the same is true for ∃!.
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f (a1 · a2) = (by surjectivity of g, each ai can be presented as g(wi) for some wi)

f (g(w1) · g(w2)) = (g is a monoid homomorphism)

f (g(w1w2)) = (the diagram commutes)

h(w1w2) = (h is a monoid homomorphism)

h(w1) · h(w2) = (the diagram commutes)

f (g(w1)) · f (g(w2)) =

f (a1) · f (a2).

�

Exercise 9. Show that the translation from deterministic finite automata to
monoids is exponential in the worst case.

Exercise 10. Show that the translation from (left-to-right) deterministic finite
automata to monoids is exponential in the worst case, even if there is a right-
to-left deterministic automaton of same size.

Exercise 11. Which languages are recognised by finite commutative monoids?

Exercise 12. Prove that surjectivity of g is important in Theorem 1.7.

Exercise 13. Show that for every language, not necessarily regular, its syntac-
tic homomorphism is the function

w ∈ Σ∗ 7→ (q 7→ qw)︸     ︷︷     ︸
state transformation

in the sytactic automaton

,

where the syntactic automaton is the deterministic finite automaton from the
Myhill-Nerode theorem.

Exercise 14. Let L be a class of regular languages with the following closure
properties:

• L is closed under Boolean combinations;
• L is closed under inverse images of homomorphisms h : Σ◦ → Γ◦;
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• Let L ⊆ Σ∗ be a language in L. For every w ∈ Σ∗, L contains the inverse
image of L under the following operations:

v 7→ wv v 7→ vw

Show that if L belongs toL, then the same is true for every language recognised
by its syntactic monoid.

1.2 Green’s relations and the structure of finite semigroups

In this section, we describe some of the structural theory of finite semigroups.
This theory is based on Green’s relations, which are pre-orders in a semigroup
that are based on prefixes, suffixes and infixes.

We begin with idempotents, which are ubiquitous in the analysis of finite
semigroups. A semigroup element e is called idempotent if it satisfies

ee = e.

Example 1.8. In a group, there is a unique idempotent element, namely the
group identity. There can be several idempotent elements, for example all ele-
ments are idempotent in the semigroup

({1, . . . , n},max).

One can think of idempotents as being a relaxed version of identity elements.

Lemma 1.9 (Idempotent Power Lemma). Let S be a finite semigroup. For
every a ∈ S , there is exactly one idempotent in the set

{a1, a2, a3, . . .} ⊆ S .

Proof Because the semigroup is finite, the sequence a1, a2, . . . must contain
a repetition, i.e. there must exist n, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} such that

an = an+k = an+2k = · · · .

After multiplying both sides of the above equation by ank−n we get

ank = ank+k = ank+2k = · · · ,

and therefore ank = ank+nk is an idempotent. To prove uniqueness of the idem-
potent, suppose n1, n2 ∈ {1, 2, . . .} are powers such that that an1 and an2 are
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idempotent. The we have

an1 = (an1 )n2︸         ︷︷         ︸
because an1

is idempotent

= an1n2 = (an1 )n2 = an2︸         ︷︷         ︸
because an2

is idempotent

�

Finiteness is crucial for the above lemma, for example the infinite semigroup

({1, 2, . . .},+)

contains no idempotents. For a ∈ S , we use the name idempotent power for
the element an, and we use the name idempotent exponent for the number n.
The idempotent power is unique, but the idempotent exponent is not. It is easy
to see that there is always an idempotent exponent which is at most the size
of the semigroup, and idempotent exponents are closed under multiplication.
Therefore, if a semigroup has n elements, then the factorial n! is an idempotent
exponent for every element of the semigroup. This motivates the following
notation: we write a! for the idempotent power of a. The notation usually used
in the semigroup literature is aω, but we will use ω for infinite words.

The analysis presented in the rest of this chapter will hold in any semigroup
which satisfies the conclusion of the Idempotent Power Lemma.

Green’s relations

We now give the main definition of this chapter.

Definition 1.10 (Green’s relations). Let a, b be elements of a semigroup S . We
say that a is a prefix of b if there exists a solution x of

ax = b.

The solution x can be an element of the semigroup, or empty (i.e. a = b).
Likewise we define the suffix and infix relations, but with the equations

xa = b︸ ︷︷ ︸
suffix

xay = b︸   ︷︷   ︸
infix

.

In the case of the infix relation, one or both of x and y can be empty.

Figure 1.1 shows a monoid along with the accompanying Green’s relations.
The prefix, suffix and infix relations are pre-orders, i.e. they are transitive and
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reflexive6. They need not be anti-symmetric, for example in a group every
element is an prefix (suffix, infix) of every other element. We say that two
elements of a semigroup are in the same prefix class if they are prefixes of
each other. Likewise we define suffix classes and infix classes.

Clearly every prefix class is contained in some infix class, because prefixes
are special cases of infixes. Therefore, every infix class is partitioned into prefix
classes. For the same reasons, every infix class is partitioned into suffix classes.
The following lemma describes the structure of these partitions.

Lemma 1.11 (Egg-box lemma). The following hold in every finite semigroup.

(1) all distinct prefix classes in a given infix class are incomparable:

a, b are infix equivalent, and a is a prefix of b ⇒ a, b are prefix equivalent

(2) if a prefix class and a suffix class are contained in the same infix class, then
they have nonempty intersection;

(3) all prefix classes in the same infix class have the same size.

Of course, by symmetry, the lemma remains true after swapping infixes with
suffixes.

Proof

(1) This item says that distinct prefix classes in the same infix class are incom-
parable, with respect to the prefix relation. This item of the Egg-box Lemma
is the one that will be used most often.

Suppose that a, b are infix equivalent and a is a prefix of b, as witnessed
by solutions x, y, z to the equations

b = ax a = ybz.

6 Another description of the prefix pre-order is that a is a prefix of b if

aS 1 ⊇ bS 1. (1.2)

In the above, S 1 is the monoid obtained from S by adding an identity element, unless it was
already there. The sets aS 1, bS 1 are called right ideals. Because of the description in terms of
inclusion of right ideals, the semigroup literature uses the notation

a ≥R b def
= aS 1 ⊇ bS 1

for the prefix relation. Likewise, a ≥L b is used for the prefix relation, which is defined in
terms of left ideals. Also, for some mysterious reason, a ≥J b is used for the infix relation. We
avoid this notation, because it makes longer words smaller.
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dotted rectangle
is an in�x class

proper in�x

yellow elements
are idempotent

blue rectangle
is a su�x class

red rectangle
is a pre�x class

Figure 1.1 The semigroup of partial functions from a three element set to itself,
partitioned into prefix, suffix and infix classes. In this particular example, the infix
classes are totally ordered, which need not be the case in general.
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As usual, each of x, y, z could be empty. This can be illustrated as

a
c7→cx

** b
c 7→ycz

jj

Consider the idempotent exponent ! ∈ {1, 2, . . .} which arises from Idempo-
tent Power Lemma. We have:

b = (follow !+! times the loop around a, then go to b)

y!+!a(xz)!+!x = (y! is an idempotent)

y!a(xz)!+!x = (follow ! times the loop around a)

a(xz)!x,

which establishes that b is a prefix of a, and therefore a, b are in the same
prefix class.

(2) We now show that prefix and suffix classes in the same infix class must
intersect. Suppose that a, b are in the same infix class, as witnessed by

a = xby.

With respect to the infix relation, by is between b and a, and therefore it
must be in the same infix class as both of them. We have

by is a suffix of xby = a︷  ︸︸  ︷
x b y︸︷︷︸

b is a prefix of by

,

and therefore, thanks to the previous item, by is prefix equivalent to b and
suffix equivalent to a. This witnesses that the prefix class of b and the suffix
class of a have nonempty intersection.

(3) We now show that all prefix classes in the same infix class have the same
size. Take some two prefix classes in the same infix class, given by repre-
sentatives a, b. We can assume that a, b are in the same suffix class, thanks
to the previous item. Let

a = xb b = ya

be witnesses for the fact that a, b are in the same suffix class. The following
claim implies that the two prefix classes under consideration have the same
size.

Claim 1.12. The following maps are mutually inverse bijections

prefix class of a
c7→yc

..
prefix class of b

c7→xc
nn
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Proof Suppose that c is in the prefix class of a, as witnessed by a decom-
position c = az. If we apply sequentially both maps in the statement of the
claim to c, then we get

xyc = xyaz
ya=b
= xbz xb=a

= az az=c
= c.

This, and a symmetric argument for the case when c is in the prefix class of b,
establishes that the maps in the statement of the claim are mutually inverse.
It remains to justify that the images of the maps are as in the statement of the
claim, i.e. the image of the top map is the prefix class of b, and the image of
the bottom map is the prefix class of a. Because the two maps are mutually
inverse, and they prepend elements to their inputs, it follows that each of
the maps has its image contained in the infix class of a, b. To show that the
image of the top map is in the prefix class of b (a symmetric argument works
for the bottom map), we observe that every element of this image is of the
form yaz, and therefore it has b = ya as a prefix, but it is still in the same
infix class as a, b as we have observed before, and therefore it must be prefix
equivalent to b thanks to the item (1) of the lemma. �

�

The Egg-box Lemma establishes that each infix class has the structure of a
rectangular grid (which apparently is reminiscent of a box of eggs), with the
rows being prefix classes and the columns being suffix classes. Let us now look
at the eggs in the box: define anH-class to be a nonempty intersection of some
prefix class and some suffix class. By item (2) of the Egg-box Lemma, every
pair of prefix and suffix classes in the same infix class lead to some H-class.
The following lemma shows that allH-classes in the same infix class have the
same size.

Lemma 1.13. If a, b are in the same infix class, then there exist possibly empty
x, y such that the following is a bijection

H-class of a
c7→xcy

--
H-class of b

Proof Consider first the special case of the lemma, when a and b are in the
same suffix class. Take the map from Claim 1.12, which maps bijectively the
prefix class of a to the prefix class of b. Since this map preserves suffix classes,
it maps bijectively theH-class of a to theH-class of b. By a symmetric argu-
ment, the lemma is also true when a and b are in the same prefix class.

For the general case, we use item (2) of the Egg-box Lemma, which says
that there must be some intermediate element that is in the same prefix class
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as a and in the same suffix class as b, and we can apply the previously proved
special cases to go from the H-class of a to the H-class of the intermediate
element, and then to theH-class of b. �

The following lemma shows a dichotomy for anH-class: either it is a group,
or the the product of every two elements in thatH-class falls outside the infix
class.

Lemma 1.14 (H-class Lemma). The following conditions are equivalent for
everyH-class G in a finite semigroup:

(1) G contains an idempotent;
(2) ab is in the same infix class as a and b, for some a, b ∈ G;
(3) ab ∈ G for some a, b ∈ G;
(4) ab ∈ G for all a, b ∈ G;
(5) G is a group (with product inherited from the semigroup)

Proof Implications (5) ⇒ (1) ⇒ (2) in the lemma are obvious, so we focus
on the remaining implications.

(2)⇒(3) Suppose that ab is in the same infix class as a and b. Since a is a
prefix of ab, and the two elements are in the same infix class, item (1) of the
Egg-box Lemma implies that ab is in the prefix class of a, which is the same
as the prefix class of b. For similar reasons, ab is in the same suffix class as
a and b, and therefore ab ∈ G.

(3)⇒(4) Suppose that there exist a, b ∈ G with ab ∈ G. We need to show
that G contains the product of every elements c, d ∈ G. Since c is prefix
equivalent to a there is a decomposition a = xc, and for similar reasons
there is a decomposition b = dy. Therefore, cd is an infix of

a︷︸︸︷
xc

b︷︸︸︷
dy ∈ G,

and therefore it is in the same infix class as G. Since c is a prefix of cd, and
both are in the same infix class, the Egg-box Lemma implies that cd is in the
prefix class of c. For similar reasons cd is in the suffix class of d. Therefore,
cd ∈ G.

(4)⇒(5) Suppose that G is closed under products, i.e. it is a subsemigroup. We
will show that it is a group. By the Idempotent Power Lemma, G contains
some idempotent, call it e. We claim that e is an identity element in G, in
particular it is unique. Indeed, let a ∈ G. Because a and e are in the same
suffix class, it follows that a can be written as xe, and therefore

ae = xee = xe = a.
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For similar reasons, ea = a, and therefore e is an identity element in G. The
group inverse is defined as follows. Take ! ∈ {1, 2, . . .} to be the idempotent
exponent which arises from the Idempotent Power Lemma. For every a ∈ G,
the power a! is an idempotent. Since there is only one idempotent in G, we
have a! = e. Therefore, a!−1 is a group inverse of a.

�

Exercise 15. Show that for every finite monoid, the infix class of the monoid
identity is a group.

Exercise 16. Consider a finite semigroup. Show that an infix class contains an
idempotent if and only if it is regular, which means that there exist a, b in the
infix class such that ab is also in the infix class.

Exercise 17. Show that if G1,G2 are two H-classes in the same infix class
of a finite semigroup, and they are both groups, then they are isomorphic as
groups7.

Exercise 18. We say that semigroup is prefix trivial if its prefix classes are
singletons. Show that a finite semigroup S is prefix trivial if and only if it
satisfies the identity

(xy)! = (xy)!x for all x, y ∈ S .

Exercise 19. Define the syntactic semigroup of a language to be the subset
of the syntactic monoid which is the image of the nonempty words under the
syntactic homomorphism. The syntactic semigroup may be equal to the syn-
tactic monoid. We say that a language L ⊆ Σ∗ is definite if it is a finite Boolean
combination of languages of the form wΣ∗, for w ∈ Σ∗. Show that a language
is definite if and only if its syntactic semigroup S satisfies the identity

x! = x!y for all x, y ∈ S .

Exercise 20. Show two regular languages such that one is definite and the
other is not, but both have isomorphic syntactic monoids.

7 Let us combine Exercises 16 and 17. By Exercises (16) and theH-class lemma, an infix class
is regular if and only if it contains anH-class which is a group. By Exercise (17), the
corresponding group is unique up to isomorphism. This group is called the Shützenberger
group of the regular infix class.
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Exercise 21. Consider semigroups S which satisfy the following property: (*)
that there is an infix class J ⊆ S such that every a ∈ S is an infix of J, or an
absorbing zero element. Show that every finite semigroup is sub-semigroup of
a product of finite semigroups that satisfiy (*).

Exercise 22. Show that every finite semigroup satisfies

∀x1 ∀x2 ∃y1 ∃y2 z1 = z1z1 = z1z2 ∧ z2 = z2z2 = z2z1︸                                       ︷︷                                       ︸
where zi = xiyi

,

where quantifiers range over elements of the finite semigroup.

Exercise 23. Show that the following problem is decidable:

• Input. Two disjoint sets of variables

X = {x1, . . . , xn} Y = {y1, . . . , ym}

and two words w,w′ ∈ (X ∪ Y)+.
• Question. Is the following true in all finite semigroups:

∀x1 · · · ∀xn ∃y1 · · · ∃ym w = w′︸ ︷︷ ︸
same product

1.3 The Factorisation Forest Theorem

In this section, we show how products in a semigroup can be organised in trees,
so that in each node of the tree the products are very simple. The most natural
way to do this is to have binary tree, as in the following example, which uses
the two semigroup {0, 1} with addition modulo 2:

010

1 0

1

1

0 011

0 0

0

0 010

1 1

0

0

1

0 001

1 0

1

0

We use the name factorisation tree for structures as in the above picture: a
factorisation tree over a semigroup S is a tree, where nodes are labelled by
semigroup elements, such that every node is either a leaf, or is labelled by the
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semigroup product of the labels of its children. A binary factorisation tree is
one where every node has zero or two children. For every word in S +, one
can find a corresponding factorisation tree (i.e. one where the word is obtained
by reading the leaves left-to-right) whose height (i.e. the maximal number of
edges on a root-to-leaf path) is logarithmic in the length of the word.

Binary factorisation trees are a natural data structure for several problems
about regular languages.

Example 1. Fix a regular language L ⊆ Σ∗. Consider the following dynamic
problem. We begin with some word in Σ∗. We want to build a data structure
that handles efficiently the following updates and queries:

Query. Is the current word in L?
Update. Change the label of position i to a ∈ Σ.

To solve this problem, as the data structure we can use a binary factorisa-
tion tree with respect to some semigroup that recognises the language. If we
assume that the regular language is fixed and not part of the input, then the
queries are processed in constant time, by checking if the root label of the fac-
torisation tree. The updates are processed in time proportional to the height of
the factorisation tree, by updating all of the nodes on the path from the updates
position to the root, as in the following picture:

010

1 0

1

1

0 011

0 0

0

0 010

i

1 1

0

0

1

0 001

1 0

1

0

If the factorisation tree is chosen to be balanced, then the updates are processed
in logarithmic time. 2

Example 2. Fix a regular language L ⊆ Σ∗. Consider the following dynamic
problem. We begin with some word in Σ∗. We want to build a data structure
that handles efficiently the following queries (there are no updates):

Query. Given positions i ≤ j, does L contain the infix from i to j?

As in the previous example, we solve the problem using a binary factorisation
tree, with respect to some semigroup recognising the language. Suppose that
the tree has height k. Each node of the factorisation tree corresponds to an infix
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of the underlying word. The infix from i to j can be partitioned into at most 2k
intervals, each of which corresponds to a node of the tree, as in the following
picture:

010

1 0

1

1

0 011

0 0

0

0 010

1 1

0

0

1

0 001

1 0

1

0

i jintervals that are contained 
in the interval from i to j, and 
are maximal for this property

Therefore, the queries can be processed in time proportional to the height of
the tree, which can be assumed to be logarithmic in the length of the underlying
word. 2

We will now show a data structure which will allow constant time query
processing in the problem from Example 2. We will also use a variant of fac-
torisation trees, except that non-binary nodes will need to be used. The problem
in Example 1 cannot be solved in constant time8.

Simon trees

A Simon tree is a factorisation tree which allows nodes of degree higher than
2, but these nodes must have idempotent children. The data structure is named
after Imre Simon, who introduced it9.

Definition 1.15 (Simon Tree). Define a Simon tree to be a factorisation tree
where every non-leaf node has one (or both) of the following types:

binary: has two children; or
idempotent: all children have the same label, which is an idempotent.

Here is a picture of a Simon tree for the semigroup {0, 1} with addition mod-
ulo 2, with idempotent nodes drawn in red:

8 Lower bounds for this problem can be seen in
[10] Frandsen, Miltersen, and Skyum, “Dynamic Word Problems”, 1997 , Fig. 1

9 Under the name Ramseyan factorisation forests, in
[23] Simon, “Factorization Forests of Finite Height”, 1990 , 69
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1 0 1 0 00 0 000

0 0

11
0 0

0

1

0
1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 01 0 01 0 0 1 0

The main result about Simon trees is that their height can be bounded by a
constant that depends only on the semigroup, and not the underlying word.

Theorem 1.16 (Factorisation Forest Theorem). Let S be a finite semigroup.
Every word in S + admits a Simon tree of height10 < 5|S |.

The rest of this chapter is devoted to proving the theorem.

Groups. We begin with the special case of groups.

Lemma 1.17. Let G be a finite group. Every word in G+ admits a Simon tree
of height < 3|G|.

Proof Define the prefix set of a word w ∈ G+ to be the set of group elements
that can be obtained by taking a product of some nonempty prefix of w. By
induction on the size of the prefix set, we show that every w ∈ G+ has a Simon
tree of height strictly less than 3 times the size of the prefix set. Since the prefix
set has maximal size |G|, this proves the lemma.

The induction base is when the prefix set is a singleton {g}. This means that
the first letter is g, and every other letter h satisfies gh = g. In a group, only the
group identity h = 1 can satisfy gh = g, and therefore h is the group identity.
In other words, if the prefix set is {g}, then the word is of the form

g 1 · · · 1︸︷︷︸
a certain number of times

.

Such a word admits a Simon tree as in the following picture:

11

1
g

g

1 1 1

10 The first version of this theorem was proved in [23, Theorem 6.1], with a bound of 9|S |. The
optimal bound is 3|S |, which was shown in

[13] Kufleitner, “The Height of Factorization Forests”, 2008 , Theorem 1
The proof here is based on Kufleitner, with some optimisations removed.
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The height of this tree is 2, which is strictly less than three times the size of the
prefix set.

To prove the induction step, we show that every w ∈ G+ admits a Simon
tree, whose height is at most 3 plus the size from the induction assumption.
Choose some g in the prefix set of w. Decompose w into factors as

w = w1w2 · · ·wn−1︸          ︷︷          ︸
nonempty

factors

wn︸︷︷︸
could

be empty

by cutting along all prefixes with product g. For the same reasons as in the
induction base, every factor wi with 1 < i < n has a product which is the group
identity.

Claim 1.18. The induction assumption applies to all of w1, . . . ,wn.

Proof For the first factor w1, the induction assumption applies, because its
prefix set omits g. For the remaining blocks, we have a similar situation, namely

g · (prefix set of wi) ⊆ (prefix set of w) − {g} for i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n},

where the left side of the inclusion is the image of the prefix set under the
operation x 7→ gx. Since this operation is a permutation of the group, it follows
that the left size of the inclusion has smaller size than the prefix set of w, and
therefore the induction assumption applies. �

By the above claim, we can apply the induction assumption to compute Si-
mon trees t1, . . . , tn for the factors w1, . . . ,wn. To get a Simon tree for the whole
word, we join these trees as follows:

t1 t2 t3 tn–1 tn induction assumption

3}
}...

The gray nodes are binary, and the red node is idempotent because every wi

with 1 < i < n evaluates to the group identity. �

Smooth words. In the next step, we prove the theorem for words where all
infixes come from the same infix class. We say that a word w ∈ S + is smooth if
all of its nonempty infixes have product in the same infix class. The following
lemma constructs Simon trees for smooth words.
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Lemma 1.19. If a word is smooth, and the corresponding infix class is J ⊆ S ,
then it admits a Simon tree of height < 4|J|.

Proof Define a cut in a word to be the space between two consecutive letters;
in other words this is a decomposition of the word into a nonempty prefix and a
nonempty suffix. For a cut, define its prefix and suffix classes as in the following
picture:

a1 a2 a5 a8 a9 a10 a19a4 a7 a13 a17 a18a3 a6 a12 a15 a16a11 a14

its pre�x class is
the pre�x class of
the next letter

its su�x class is
the pre�x class of

the previous letter

cut

For every cut, both the prefix and suffix classes are contained in J, and therefore
they have nonempty intersection thanks to item (2) of the Egg-box Lemma.
This nonempty intersection is an H-class, which is defined to be the colour
of the cut. The following claim gives the crucial property of cuts and their
colours.

Claim 1.20. If two cuts have the same colour H, then the infix between them
has product in H.

Proof Here is a picture of the situation:

a1 a2 a5 a8 a9 a10 a19a4 a7 a13 a17 a18a3 a6 a12 a15 a16a11 a14

in�x between two 
cuts of same colour {

The infix begins with a letter from the prefix class containing H. Since the
infix is still in the infix class J, by assumption on smoothness, it follows from
item (1) of the Egg-box Lemma that the product of the infix is in the prefix
class of H. For the same reason, the product of the infix is in the suffix class of
H. Therefore, it is in H. �

Define the colour set of a word to be the set of colours of its cuts; this is a
subset of the H-classes in J. Thanks to Lemma 1.12, all H-classes contained
in J have the same size, and therefore it makes sense to talk about about the
H-class size in J, without specifying whichH-class is concerned.
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Claim 1.21. Every J-smooth word has a Simon tree of height at most

|colour set of w| · (3 · H-class size + 1).

Before proving the claim, we show how it implies the lemma. Since the
number of possible colours is the number of H-classes, the maximal height
that can arise from the claim is

3 · |J| + (maximal size of colour set) < 4|J|.

It remains to prove the claim.

Proof Induction on the size of the colour set. The induction base is when the
colour set is empty. In this case the word has no cuts, and therefore it is a single
letter, which is a Simon tree of height zero.

Consider the induction step. Let w be a smooth word. To prove the induction
step, we will find a Simon tree whose height is at most the height from the
induction assumption, plus

3 · (H-class size) + 1.

Choose some colour in the colour set of w, which is an H-class H. Cut the
word w along all cuts with colour H, yielding a decomposition

w = w1 · · ·wn.

None of the words w1, . . . ,wn contain a cut with colour H, so the induction
assumption can be applied to yield corresponding Simon trees t1, . . . , tn.

If n ≤ 3, then the Simon trees from the induction assumption can be com-
bined using binary nodes, increasing the height by at most 2, and thus staying
within the bounds of the claim.

Suppose now that n ≥ 4. By Claim 1.20, any infix between two cuts of
colour H has product in H. In particular, all w2, . . . ,wn−1 have product in H,
and the same is true for w2w3. It follows that H contains at least one product of
two elements from H, and therefore H is a group thanks to item (3) of theH-
class Lemma. Therefore, the we can apply the group case from Lemma 1.17 to
join the trees t2, . . . , tn−1. The final Simon tree looks like this:
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t1 t2 tn-1tn-2 tnt3

< 3 (     -class size)
by the group case

2

induction assumption... }
}

} } ≤ 3 (     -class size) +1

�

�

General case. We now complete the proof of the Factorisation Forest Theo-
rem. The proof is by induction on the infix height of the semigroup, which is
defined to be the longest chain that is strictly increasing in the infix ordering.
If the infix height is one, then the semigroup is a single infix class, and we can
apply Lemma 1.19 since all words in S + are smooth. For the induction step,
suppose that S has infix height at least two, and let T ⊆ S be the elements
which have a proper infix. It is not hard to see that T is a subsemigroup, and
its induction parameter is smaller.

Consider a word w ∈ S +. As in Lemma 1.19, define a cut to be a space
between two letters. We say that a cut is smooth if the letters preceding and
following the cut give a two-letter word that is smooth.

Claim 1.22. A word in S + is smooth if and only if all of its cuts are smooth.

Proof Clearly if a word is smooth, then all of its cuts must be smooth. We
prove the converse implication by induction on the length of the word. Words
of length one or two are vacuously smooth. For the induction step, consider a
word w ∈ S + with all cuts being smooth. Since all cuts are smooth, all letters
are in the same infix class. We will show that w is also in this infix class.
Decompose the word as w = vab where a, b ∈ S are the last two letters. By
induction assumption, va is smooth. Since the last cut is smooth, a and ab are
in the same infix class, and therefore they are in the same prefix class by the
Egg-box Lemma. This means that there is some x such that abx = a. We have

va = vabx = wx

which establishes that w is in the same infix class as va, and therefore in the
same infix class as all the letters in w. �
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Take a word w ∈ S +, and cut it along all cuts which are not smooth, yielding
a factorisation

w = w1 · · ·wn.

By Claim 1.22, all of the words w1, . . . ,wn are smooth, and therefore Lemma 1.19
can be applied to construct corresponding Simon trees of height strictly smaller
than

4 · (maximal size of an infix class in S − T ).

Using binary nodes, group these trees into pairs, as in the following picture:

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7

Each pair corresponds to a word with a non-smooth cut, and therefore each pair
has product in T . Therefore, we can combine the paired trees into a single tree,
using the induction assumption on a smaller semigroup. The resulting height
is the height from the induction assumption on T , plus at most

1 + 4 · (maximal size of an infix class in S − T ) < 5|S − T |,

thus proving the induction step.

Exercises

Exercise 24. Show that for every semigroup homomorphism

h : Σ+ → S with S finite

there is some k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} such that for every n ∈ {3, 4, . . .}, every word of
length bigger than nk can be decomposed as

w0w1 · · ·wnwn+1

such that all of the words w1, . . . ,wn are mapped by h to the same idempotent.
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Exercise 25. Show optimality for the previous exercise, in the following sense.
Show that for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} there is some semigroup homomorphism

h : Σ+ → S with S finite

such that for every n ∈ {1, 2, . . .} there is a word of length at least nk which
does not admit a factorisation w0 · · ·wn+1 where all of w1, . . . ,wn are mapped
by h to the same idempotent.

Exercise 26. Let h : Σ∗ → M be a monoid homomorphism. Consider a regu-
lar expression over Σ, which does not use Kleene star L∗ but only Kleene plus
L+. Such a regular expression is called h-typed if every subexpression has sin-
gleton image under h, and furthermore subexpressions with Kleene plus have
idempotent image. Show that every language recognised by h is defined by
finite union of h-typed expressions.



2
Logics on finite words, and the corresponding

monoids

In this chapter, we show how structural properties of a monoid correspond to
the logical power needed to define languages recognised by this monoid. We
consider two kinds of logic: monadic second-order logic mso and its fragments
(notably first-order logic fo), as well as linear temporal logic ltl and its frag-
ments. Here is a map of the results from this chapter, with horizontal arrows
being equivalences, and the vertical arrows being strict inclusions.

Section 2.1 finite
monoids

// definable
in mso

oo

Section 2.2
aperiodic

finite
monoids

OO

// definable
in fo

oo // definable
in ltl

oo

Section 2.5 da

OO

// definable
in fo with

two variables

oo // definable
in ltl[F,F−1]

oo

Section 2.3
suffix trivial

finite
monoids

OO

// definable
in ltl[F]

oo

Section 2.4
infix trivial

finite
monoids

OO

// Boolean
combinations

of ∃∗-fo

oo

29
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2.1 All monoids and monadic second-order logic

We begin with monadic second-order logic (mso), which is the logic that cap-
tures exactly the class of regular languages.

Logic on words. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic no-
tions of logic. The following descriptions are meant to fix notation. We use the
name vocabulary for a set of relation names, each one with associated arity
in {1, 2, . . .}. A model over a vocabulary consists of an underlying set (called
the universe of the model), together with an interpretation of the vocabulary,
which maps each relation name to a relation over the universe of corresponding
arity. We allow the universe to be empty. For example, a directed graph is the
same thing as a model over the vocabulary which contains one binary relation
E(x, y).

To express properties of models, we use first-order logic fo and mso. Formu-
las of first-order logic over a given vocabulary are constructed as follows:

∀x ∃x︸   ︷︷   ︸
quantification over

elements of the universe

ϕ ∧ ψ ϕ ∨ ψ ¬ϕ︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
Boolean operations

R(x1, . . . , xn)︸         ︷︷         ︸
an n-ary relation name from

the vocabulary applied
to a tuple of variables

x = y︸︷︷︸
equality

.

For the semantics of first-order formulas, we use the notation

A, a1, . . . , an |= ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

to say that ϕ is true in the model A, assuming that free variable xi is mapped to
ai ∈ A. A sentence is a formula without free variables.

The logic mso extends first-order logic by allowing quantification over sub-
sets of the universe (in other words, monadic relations over the universe, hence
the name). The syntax of the logic has two kinds of variables: lower case vari-
ables x, y, z, . . . describe elements of the universe as in first-order logic, while
upper case variables X,Y,Z, . . . describe subsets of the universe. Apart from the
syntactic constructions of first-order logic, mso also allows:

∀X ∃Y︸    ︷︷    ︸
quantification over

subsets of the universe

x ∈ X︸︷︷︸
membership

We do not use more powerful logics (e.g. full second-order logic, which can
also quantify over binary relations, ternary relations, etc.).

The following definition associates to each word a corresponding model.
With this correspondence, we can use logic to define properties of words.
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Definition 2.1 (Languages definable in first-order logic and mso). For a word
w ∈ Σ∗, define its ordered model as follows. The universe is the set of positions
in the word. The vocabulary is

x ≤ y︸︷︷︸
arity 2

{ a(x)︸︷︷︸
arity 1

}a∈Σ,

where x ≤ y is interpreted as the natural order on positions, and with a(x) is
interpreted as the set of positions with label a. For a sentence ϕ of mso over
this vocabulary, we define its language to be

{w ∈ Σ∗ : the ordered model of w satisfies ϕ}.

A language is called mso definable if it is of this form. If ϕ is in first-order
logic, then the language is called first-order definable.

Example 3. The language a∗bc∗ ⊆ {a, b, c}∗ is first-order definable, as wit-
nessed by the sentence:

∃x︸︷︷︸
there is a
position

b(x)︸︷︷︸
which has

label b

∧∀y
x≤y∧x,y︷︸︸︷
y < x ⇒ a(y)︸                 ︷︷                 ︸

and every earlier position
has label a

∧∀y y > x⇒ c(y)︸              ︷︷              ︸
and every later position

has label b.

2

Example 4. The language (aa)∗a ⊆ a∗ of words of odd length is mso definable,
as witnessed by the sentence:

∃X︸︷︷︸
there is a

set of
positions

∀x

∀y y≥x︷ ︸︸ ︷
first(x)∨

∀y y≤x︷︸︸︷
last(x)⇒ x ∈ X︸                                ︷︷                                ︸

which contains the first and last positions,

∧∀x∀y

x<y∧
∀z z≤x∨y≤z︷     ︸︸     ︷
x = y + 1⇒ (x ∈ X ⇔ y < X)︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸

and contains every second position.

As we will see in Section 2.2, this language is not first-order definable. 2

One could imagine other ways of describing a word via a model, e.g. a
successor model where x ≤ y is replaced by a successor relation x + 1 = y.
The successor relation can be defined in first-order logic in terms of order, but
the converse is not true: there are languages that are first-order definable in
the order model but not in the successor model, see Exercise 38. For the logic
mso, there is no difference between successor and order, since the order can be
defined in mso as follows

x ≤ y iff ∀X (x ∈ X ∧ (∀y ∀z y ∈ X ∧ y + 1 = z⇒ z ∈ X))︸                                                     ︷︷                                                     ︸
X contains x and is closed under successors

⇒ y ∈ X.
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We now present the seminal Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-Elgot Theorem, which says
that mso describes exactly the regular languages.

Theorem 2.2 (Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-Elgot). A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is mso definable
if and only if it is regular1.

This result is seminal for two reasons.
The first reason is that it motivates the search for other correspondences

machine model ∼ logic,

which can concern either restrictions or generalisations of the regular lan-
guages. In the case of restrictions, important examples are first-order logic and
its fragments, which will be described later in this chapter. In this book, we do
not study the generalisations; we are only interested in regular languages. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth mentioning Fagin’s Theorem, which says that np describes
exactly the languages definable in existential second-order logic2 .

The second reason is that the Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-Elgot theorem generalises
well to structures beyond finite words. For example, there are natural notions of
mso definable languages for: infinite words, finite trees, infinite trees, graphs,
etc. It therefore makes sense to search for notions of regularity – e.g. based on
generalisations of semigroups – which have the same expressive power as mso.
This line of research will also be followed in this book.

The rest of Section 2.1 proves the Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-Elgot Theorem.
The easy part is that every regular language is mso definable. Using the same

idea as for the parity language in Example 4, the existence of a run of nonde-
terministic finite automaton can be formalised in mso. If the automaton has n
states, then the formula looks like this:

∃X1 ∃X2 · · · ∃Xn︸               ︷︷               ︸
existential set quantification

“the sets X1, . . . , Xn describe an accepting run”︸                                                        ︷︷                                                        ︸
first-order formula

A corollary is that if we take any mso definable language, turn it into an au-
tomaton using the hard implication, and come back to mso using the easy im-
plication, then we get an mso sentence of the form described above.

The “easy part” will become hard part in some generalisations – e.g. for

1 This result was proved, independently, in the following papers:

[25] Trakhtenbrot, “The synthesis of logical nets whose operators are described in terms of
one-place predicate calculus (Russian)”, 1958 , Theorems 1 and 2

[4] Büchi, “Weak second-order arithmetic and finite automata”, 1960 , Theorems 1 and 2

[8] Elgot, “Decision problems of finite automata design and related arithmetics”, 1961 , The-
orem 5.3

2 [9] Fagin, “Generalized first-order spectra and polynomial-time recognizable sets”, 1974 ,
Theorem 6
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some kinds of infinite words or for graphs – because these generalisations lack
a suitable automaton model.

We now turn to the hard part, which says that every mso definable language
is regular. This implication is proved in the rest of Section 2.1. For the defi-
nition of regularity, we use finite monoids. In other words, we will show that
every mso definable language is recognised by a finite monoid. The monoid
will consist of “mso types” of some fixed quantifier rank, as described later in
this section.

To avoid talking about the two kinds of variables in mso, instead of mso over
ordered models, we will use first-order logic over models with second-order
information, as defined below.

Definition 2.3. Define the set model of a word w ∈ Σ∗ as follows. The universe
is sets of positions, and it is equipped with the following relations:

x ⊆ y x < y︸︷︷︸
every position in x
is strictly before

every position in y

x = ∅︸︷︷︸
x is empty

x ⊆ a︸︷︷︸
all positions in x

have label a

Lemma 2.4. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is mso definable in the ordered model if and
only if it is first-order definable in the set model.

Proof Set quantification in the ordered model corresponds to first-order quan-
tification in the set model. To recover first-order quantification from the or-
dered model, we use singleton sets in the set model; these can be defined using
the inclusion relation. �

Thanks to the above lemma, instead of mso over the ordered model, we can
work with first-order logic over the set model. Recall that the quantifier rank
of a first-order formula is the maximal number of quantifiers that can be found
on some branch of the syntax tree in the formula. Here is an example:

∀x
(
x , ∅ ∧ x ⊆ a ⇒

quantifier rank 1︷                 ︸︸                 ︷
(∃y y < x ∧ y , ∅)∧

quantifier rank 1︷                 ︸︸                 ︷
(∃y x < y ∧ y , ∅)

)︸                                                                               ︷︷                                                                               ︸
quantifier rank 2

An important property of this size measure, unlike e.g. formula size, is that
formulas of quantifier rank at most k ∈ {0, 1, . . .} are closed under Boolean
combinations. For words w,w′ ∈ Σ∗, we write

w ≡k w′

if the corresponding set models satisfy the same first-order sentences of quan-
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tifier rank at most k. The following lemma is the key to the equivalence of finite
semigroups and mso.

Lemma 2.5 (Compositionality of mso). Let Σ be a finite alphabet and k ∈
{0, 1, . . .}. Then ≡k is an equivalence relation on Σ∗ with the following proper-
ties:

• Finite index: ≡k has finitely many equivalence classes.
• Saturation: if L ⊆ Σ∗ is defined by a first-order sentence of quantifier rank k

over the set model, then

w ≡k w′ implies w ∈ L⇔ w′ ∈ L.

• Congruence: ≡k is a semigroup congruence, i.e.∧
i∈{1,2}

wi ≡k w′i implies w1w2 ≡k w′1w′2.

Before we prove the lemma, we use it to finish the proof of the Trakhtenbrot-
Büchi-Elgot Theorem. Suppose that L ⊆ Σ∗ is definable in mso. By Lemma 2.4,
L is first-order definable using set models; let k ∈ {0, 1, . . .} be the quantifier
rank of the corresponding first-order sentence. Consider the function

w ∈ Σ∗ 7→ equivalence class of w under ≡k︸                                    ︷︷                                    ︸
we call this the rank k mso type of w

By the congruence property from Lemma 2.5, the function is compositional.
Therefore, thanks to Lemma 1.3, the image can be equipped with a monoid
product so that the function becomes a monoid homomorphism. By the finite
index property, the monoid is finite. By the saturation property, the monoid
homomorphism recognises the language. We have thus established that L is
recognised by a finite monoid, and therefore it is regular.

It remains to prove the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 2.5. The saturation property is an immediate consequence
of the definition. The finite index property is also easy: once the vocabulary
and the free variables are fixed, then up to logical equivalence there are finitely
many formulas of quantifier rank at most k.

We are left with the congruence property. We assume that the reader is famil-
iar with Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games3. Let w1,w2,w′1,w

′
2 ∈ Σ∗. The main reason

behind the congruence property is that a set of positions in a concatenation of

3 For an introduction to Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games, see
[11] Hodges, Model Theory, 1993 , Section 3.2
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two words is the same thing as a pair (set of positions in the first word, set of
positions in the second word)4. Define

(set model of w1w2)
f // (set model of w1) × (set model of w2)

to be the corresponding bijection; likewise define a bijection f ′ for w′1 and w′2.
Using these bijections, we will combine Duplicator’s winning strategies for the
Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games corresponding to the assumption

w1 ≡k w′1 w2 ≡k w′2︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
small games

,

to get a winning strategy for Duplicator in the Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game cor-
responding to the conclusion

w1w2 ≡k w′1w′2︸            ︷︷            ︸
big game

.

This is done as follows. Whenever Spoiler makes a move in the big game, then
Duplicator uses the bijections to transform this move into a pair of Spoiler
moves in the small games. Using Duplicator’s winning strategies in the small
games, Duplicator gets a pair of responses, and combines them using the bi-
jection into a response in big game.

We now argue that Duplicator’s strategy in the big game, as described above,
is winning. This argument will depend on the set properties (inclusion, empti-
ness, etc.) that are in the vocabulary of the set model, and it would fail if the
relation x = ∅ would be removed from the vocabulary (even though this rela-
tion is first-order definable in terms of the remaining ones). Suppose that all k
rounds have been played, resulting in tuples

a1, . . . , ak︸     ︷︷     ︸
sets of positions in w1w2

and a′1, . . . , a
′
k.︸      ︷︷      ︸

sets of positions in w′1w′2

We need to show that the tuples satisfy the same quantifier-free formulas in the
corresponding set models. We only prove

ai < a j︸ ︷︷ ︸
in w1w2

iff a′i < a′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
in w′1w′2

for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, (2.1)

the other relations from the vocabulary are left as an exercise. For i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

4 This explains why monadic second-order logic, and not general second-order logic, is used. In
general second-order logic, one can use relations of higher arities, e.g. binary relations. A
binary relation over positions in w1w2 is not the same thing as two binary relations over
positions, in w1 and w2, respectively. See Exercise 30.
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and ` ∈ {1, 2}, define ai,` to be the `-th coordinate of f (ai). Likewise we define
a′i,`, using f ′. The main observation is that the relation < in w1w2 reduces to
a quantifier free properties of the corresponding elements in w1 and w2, as
explained below:

ai < a j︸ ︷︷ ︸
in w1w2

iff (ai,1 < a j,1︸     ︷︷     ︸
in w1

and a j,2 = ∅︸  ︷︷  ︸
in w2

) or (a j,1 = ∅︸  ︷︷  ︸
in w1

and ai,2 < a j,2︸     ︷︷     ︸
in w2

).

Since Duplicator’s strategy in the big game was obtained by combining win-
nings strategies for Duplicator in the small games, we know that the truth value
of the right side of the equivalence does not change when we go from ai,` to
a′i,`, and therefore the same is true for the left side of the equivalence5. �

Exercises

Exercise 27. DefineU2 to be the monoid with elements {a, b, 1} and product

xy =

y if x = 1

x otherwise.

Show that every finite monoid can be obtained fromU2 by applying Cartesian
products, quotients (under semigroup congruences), sub-semigroups, and the
powerset construction from Exercise 4.

Exercise 28. For an alphabet Σ, consider the model where the universe is Σ∗,
and which is equipped with the following relations:

x is a prefix of y︸              ︷︷              ︸
binary relation

the last letter of x is a ∈ Σ︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
one unary relation for each a ∈ Σ

Show that a language L ⊆ Σ∗ is regular if and only if there is a first-order
formula ϕ(x) over the above vocabulary such that L is exactly the words that
satisfy ϕ(x) in the above structure.

Exercise 29. What happens if the prefix relation in Exercise 28 is replaced by
the infix relation?

5 As mentioned previously, this part of the argument s depends on the choice of relations in the
definition of the set model, since the relation x = ∅ is used when talking about x < y.
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Exercise 30. Consider the fragment of second-order logic where one can quan-
tify over: elements, unary relations, and binary relations. (This fragment is ex-
pressively complete.) Define ≡k to be the equivalence on Σ∗ which identifies
two words if they a satisfy the same sentences from the above fragment of
second-order logic, up to quantifier rank k. Show that this equivalence relation
has finite index, but it is not a semigroup congruence.

2.2 Aperiodic semigroups and first-order logic

We now begin the study of fragments of mso logic. We show that such frag-
ments correspond to structural restrictions on finite monoids. The first – and
arguably most important – fragment is first-order logic. This fragment will be
described in the Shützenberger-McNaughton-Papert-Kamp Theorem. One part
of the theorem says that a language is first-order definable if and only if it is
recognised by a finite monoid M which satisfies

a! = a!a for all a ∈ M︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
a monoid or semigroup which satisfies this is called aperiodic

,

where ! ∈ {1, 2, . . .} is the idempotent exponent from the Idempotent Power
Lemma. In other words, in an aperiodic monoid the sequence a, a2, a3, . . . is
eventually constant, as opposed to having some non-trivial periodic behaviour.

Example 5. Consider the parity language (aa)∗ ⊆ a∗. We claim that this lan-
guage is not recognised by any aperiodic monoid, and therefore it is not first-
order definable. Of course the same is true for the complement of the language,
which was discussed in Example 4.

Suppose that the parity language is recognised by some finite monoid M.
By Theorem 1.7, the syntactic monoid of the language – which is not aperiodic
because it is the two-element group – must be a quotient of a sub-monoid of M.
Since aperiodic monoids are closed under taking quotients and sub-monoids,
it follows that M cannot be aperiodic.

The above argument shows that a regular language is first-order definable if
and only if its syntactic monoid is aperiodic. Since the syntactic monoid can
be computed, and aperiodicity is clearly decidable, it follows that there is an
algorithm which decides if a regular language is first-order definable. 2

Apart from first-order logic and aperiodic monoids, the Shützenberger-McNaughton-
Papert-Kamp Theorem considers also linear temporal logic and star-free regu-
lar expressions, so we begin by defining those.
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Linear temporal logic Linear temporal logic (ltl) is an alternative to first-
order logic which does not use quantifiers. The logic ltl only makes sense for
structures equipped with a linear order; hence the name.

Definition 2.6 (Linear temporal logic). Let Σ be a finite alphabet. Formulas of
linear temporal logic (ltl) over Σ are defined by the following grammar:

a ∈ Σ︸︷︷︸
the current

position has
label a

ϕ ∧ ψ ϕ ∨ ψ ¬ϕ ϕUψ︸︷︷︸
ϕ until ψ

.

The semantics for ltl formulas6 is a ternary relation, denoted by

w,︸︷︷︸
word
in Σ+

x︸︷︷︸
position

in w

|= ϕ︸︷︷︸
ltl formula

,

which is defined as follows. A formula a ∈ Σ is true in positions with label a.
The semantics for Boolean combination are defined as usual. For formulas of
the form ϕUψ, the semantics7 are

w, x |= ϕUψ def
= ∃y x < y︸   ︷︷   ︸

there is some
position strictly

after x

∧ w, y |= ψ︸   ︷︷   ︸
which

satisfies ψ

∧∀z x < z < y ⇒ w, z |= ϕ︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
and such that all intermediate

positions satisfy ϕ

We say that an ltl formula is true in a word, without specifying a position, if
the formula is true in the first position of that word; this only makes sense for
nonempty words. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is called ltl definable if there is an ltl
formula ϕ that defines the language on nonempty words:

w ∈ L iff w |= ϕ for every w ∈ Σ+.

For example, the formula aUb defines the language Σa∗bΣ∗.

Example 6. To get a better feeling for ltl, we discuss some extra operators
that can be defined using until. We write ⊥ for any vacuously false formula,
e.g. a ∧ ¬a, likewise > denotes any vacuously true formula. Here are some
commonly used extra operators:

Xϕ def
= ⊥Uϕ︸               ︷︷               ︸

the next position satisfies ϕ

Fϕ def
= >Uϕ︸               ︷︷               ︸

some strictly later position
satisfies ϕ

ϕU∗ψ def
= ψ ∨ (ϕUψ)︸                          ︷︷                          ︸

non-strict until

6 The semantics make sense for any linear order, possibly infinite, with positions coloured by Σ.
7 We use a variant of the until operator which is sometimes called strict until.
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Similarly, we define a non-strict version of the operator F, with F∗ϕ = ϕ ∨ Fϕ.
For example, the formula

F∗(a ∧ ¬F>︸︷︷︸
last position

)

says that the last position in the word has label a. 2

Almost by definition, every ltl definable language is also first-order defin-
able. Indeed, by unfolding the definition, one sees that for every ltl formula
there is a first-order formula ϕ(x) that is true in the same positions.

Star-free languages. Apart from first-order logic, aperiodic monoids, and ltl,
another equivalent formalism is going to be star-free expressions. As the name
implies, star-free expressions cannot use Kleene star. However, in exchange
they are allowed to use complementation (without star and complementation
one could only define finite languages). For an alphabet Σ, the star-free expres-
sions are those that can be defined using the following operations on languages:

a ∈ Σ︸︷︷︸
the language that

contains only
the word a

∅︸︷︷︸
empty

language

LK︸︷︷︸
concatenation

L + K︸︷︷︸
union

L.︸︷︷︸
complementation

with respect
to Σ∗

Note that the alphabet needs to be specified to give meaning to the comple-
mentation operation. A language is called star-free if it can be defined by a
star-free expression.

Example 7. Assume that the alphabet is {a, b}. The expression ∅̄ describes the
full language {a, b}∗. Therefore

∅̄ · a · ∅̄

describes all words with at least one a. Taking the complement of the above
expression, we get a star-free expression for the language b∗. 2

Like for ltl formulas, almost by definition every star-free expression de-
scribes a first-order definable language. This is because to every star-free ex-
pression one can associate a first-order formula ϕ(x, y) which selects a pair
of positions x ≤ y if and only if the corresponding infix (including x but not
including y) belongs to the language described by the expression.

Equivalence of the models. The Shützenberger-McNaughton-Papert-Kamp
theorem says that all of the models discussed so far in this section are equiva-
lent.
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Theorem 2.7 (Shützenberger-McNaughton-Papert-Kamp). The following are
equivalent8 for every L ⊆ Σ∗:

(1) recognised by a finite aperiodic monoid;
(2) star-free;
(3) first-order definable;
(4) ltl definable.

The rest of Section 2.2 is devoted to proving the theorem, according to the
following plan:

aperiodic
monoids

Section 2.2.2

��
ltl obvious

// first-order
logic

Section 2.2.1 --

Section 2.2.1

gg

star-free
expressions

obvious
mm

2.2.1 From first-order logic to aperiodic monoids and star-free
expressions

In this section, we prove two inclusions: first-order logic is contained in both
aperiodic monoids and star-free expressions.

The proof uses a compositionality analysis of Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games,
similar to the mso-to-regular implication of the Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-Elgot The-
orem. For k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} and w,w′ ∈ Σ∗, we write

w≡kw′

if the ordered models of w and w′ satisfy the same first-order formulas of quan-
tifier rank at most k. We use the blue colour to distinguish the equivalence from
the one for mso that was used in Section 2.1. By the same argument as in Sec-
tion 2.1, one shows that

w ∈ Σ∗ 7→ equivalence class of w under ≡k︸                                    ︷︷                                    ︸
we call this the rank k fo type of w

8 This theorem combines three equivalences.
The equivalence aperiodic monoids and star-free expressions was shown in

[20] Schützenberger, “On finite monoids having only trivial subgroups”, 1965 , p. 190
The equivalence of star-free expressions and first-order logic was shown in

[16] McNaughton and Papert, Counter-free automata, 1971 , Theorem 10.5
The equivalence of first-order logic and ltl, not just for finite words, was shown in

[12] Kamp, “Tense Logic and the Theory of Linear Order”, 1968
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is a monoid homomorphism, into a finite monoid, which recognises every lan-
guage that can defined by a first-order sentence of quantifier rank k.

We will now show that every equivalence class of ≡k is defined by a star-
free expression, and that the monoid of equivalence classes is aperiodic. In both
cases, we use the following lemma, which characterises equivalence classes of
≡k+1 in terms of equivalence classes of ≡k by using only Boolean combinations
and concatenation.

Lemma 2.8. Let w,w′ ∈ Σ∗. Then w≡k+1w′ if and only if

w ∈ LaK ⇔ w′ ∈ LaK

holds for every a ∈ Σ and every L,K ⊆ Σ∗ which are equivalence classes of ≡k.

Proof A simple Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé argument. The letter a corresponds to
the first move of player Spoiler. �

We now use the lemma to prove the inclusion of first-order logic in star-free
expressions and aperiodic monoids.

From first-order logic to star-free. It is enough to show that every equiva-
lence class of ≡ k is star-free. This is proved by induction on k. For the in-
duction base, there is only one equivalence class, namely all words, which is
clearly star-free. Consider now the induction step. Consider an equivalence
class M of ≡k+1. Let be X the set of triples

L︸︷︷︸
equivalence
class of ≡k

a︸︷︷︸
letter in Σ

K︸︷︷︸
equivalence
class of ≡k

.

By Lemma 2.8, if L, a,K are as above, then LaK is either contained in M, or
disjoint with M. Therefore, the equivalence class M is equal to the following
Boolean combination of concatenations⋂

(L,a,K)∈X
LaK⊆M

LaK ∩
⋂

(L,a,K)∈X
LaK∩M=∅

LaK.

This is a star-free expression, if we assume that L and K are described by
star-free expressions from the induction assumption. Since every first-order
definable language is a finite union of equivalence classes of ≡k for some k,
the result follows.

From first-order logic to aperiodic monoids. As we have argued before, ev-
ery first-order definable language is recognised by the finite monoid of equiv-
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alence classes of ≡k, for some k. It remains to show that this monoid is ape-
riodic. To prove this, we will show that

w3k
≡k w3k+1 for every w ∈ Σ∗.

This is a simple application of Lemma 2.8. For every partition of one of the
two words above into LaK, as in the lemma, there is an equivalent partition
for the other word.

2.2.2 From aperiodic monoids to ltl

The last, and most important, step in the proof is constructing an ltl formula
based on an aperiodic monoid9. In this part of the proof, semigroups will be
more convenient than monoids. We will use ltl to define colourings, which are
like languages but with possibly more than two values: a function from Σ+ to
a finite set of colours is called ltl definable if for every colour, the words sent
that colour are an ltl definable language. For example, a semigroup homomor-
phism into a finite semigroup is a colouring.

Lemma 2.9. Let S be a semigroup, and let Σ ⊆ S . The colouring

w ∈ Σ+ 7→ product of w

ltl definable.

By applying the lemma to the special case of S being a monoid, and substi-
tuting each monoid element for the letters that get mapped to it in the recognis-
ing homomorphism, we immediately get the implication from finite aperiodic
monoids to ltl.

It remains to prove the lemma. The proof is by induction on two parameters:
the size of the semigroup S , and the size of the subset Σ. These parameters are
ordered lexicographically, with the size of S being more important. Without
loss of generality, we assume that Σ generates S , i.e. every element of S is the
product of some word in Σ+.

The induction base is treated in the following claim.

Claim 2.10. If either S or Σ has size one, then Lemma 2.9 holds.

Proof If the semigroup has one element, there is nothing to do, since colour-
ings with one possible colour are clearly ltl definable. Consider the case when

9 The proof in this section is based on
[26] Wilke, “Classifying Discrete Temporal Properties”, 1999 , Section 2
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the Σ contains only one element a ∈ S . By aperiodicity, the sequence

a, a2, a3, . . .

is eventually constant, because all powers bigger than the threshold ! give the
same result. The product is therefore easily seen to be an ltl definable colour-
ing. �

We are left with the induction step. For c ∈ S , consider the function

a ∈ S 7→ ca ∈ S .

Claim 2.11. If a 7→ ca is a permutation of S , then it is the identity.

Proof Suppose that a 7→ ca is a permutation of S , call it π. By aperiodicity,

π! ◦ π = π!.

Since π! is an idempotent permutation, it must be the identity. It follows that π
is also the identity. �

If the function a 7→ ca is the identity for every c ∈ Σ, then the product of a
word is the same as its last letter; and such a colouring is clearly ltl definable.
We are left with the case when there is some c ∈ Σ such that a 7→ ca is not
the identity. Fix this c for the rest of the proof. Define T to be the image of the
function a 7→ ca, this is a proper subset of S by assumption on c.

Claim 2.12. T is a sub-semigroup of S .

Proof It two semigroup elements have prefix c, then the same is true for their
product. �

In the rest of the proof, we use the following terminology for a word w ∈ Σ+:

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15

red positions are those
with label in c

black positions are those
with label in Σ – {c}

{

a black block is a
maximal interval
of black positions

{

a red block is a
maximal interval
of red positions
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We first describe the proof strategy. For each black block, its product can be
computed in ltl using the induction assumption on a smaller set of generators.
The same is true for black blocks. Define a red-black block to be any union of
a red block plus the following (non-empty) black block; as illustrated below:

{
red-black block

{

red-black block

{
red-black block

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15

For every red-black block, its product is in T because it begins with c and
has at least two letters. Furthermore, the product can be computed in ltl, by
using the products of the red and black blocks inside it. Using the induction
assumption on a smaller semigroup, we compute the product of the union of
all red-black blocks. Finally, the product of the entire word is obtained by
taking into account the blocks that are not part of any red-black block.

The rest of this section is devoted to formalising the above proof sketch. In
the formalisation, it will be convenient to reason with word-to-word functions.
We say that a function a function of type Σ∗ → Γ∗ is called an ltl transduction
if it has the form

a1 · · · an ∈ Σ∗ 7→ f (a1 · · · an) f (a2 · · · an) · · · f (an)

for some ltl definable colouring f : Σ+ → X, where X ⊆ Γ∗ is finite. By
substituting formulas, one easily shows the following composition properties:

(ltl transductions) ◦ (ltl transductions) ⊆ ltl transductions,

(ltl colourings) ◦ (ltl transductions) ⊆ ltl colourings.

We use ltl transductions to decorate an input word w ∈ Σ+ with extra infor-
mation that will serve towards computing its product.

(1) For each position that precedes a block (i.e. the next position begins a new
block), write in that position the value of the next block. For the remaining
positions, do not write anything. Use two disjoint copies of S to distinguish
the values of the red and black blocks. Here is a picture:

a4,5 a6,6 a7,8 a9,11 a12,12 a13,14 a15,15

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15
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In the above picture, ai, j denotes the product of the infix {i, . . . , j}. The func-
tion described in this step is an ltl transduction, thanks to the induction
assumption on smaller alphabets10.

(2) Take the output of the function in the previous step, and for each red letter
(the product of a red block), multiply it with the next letter (which is the
product of a black block). As a result, we get the values of all red-black
blocks which do not begin in the first position. Here is a picture:

a4,6 a7,11 a12,14

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15

The function in this step is clearly an ltl transduction.

By induction assumption on a smaller semigroup, the product operation T + →

T is an ltl colouring. By composing the functions described above with the
semigroup product in T , we see that

w ∈ Σ+ 7→ value of the union of red-black blocks

is an ltl colouring. The values of the (at most two) blocks that do not partici-
pate in above union can also be computed using ltl colourings, and therefore
the product of the entire word can be computed.

Exercises

Exercise 31. Show that for every sentence of first-order logic, there is a sen-
tence that is equivalent on finite words, and which uses at most three variables
(but these variables can be repeatedly quantified).

Exercise 32. Show that the following are equivalent for a finite semigroup:

(1) aperiodic;
(2) H-trivial, which means that allH-classes are singletons;
(3) no sub-semigroup is a non-trivial group.

10 To make this formal, we need a simple closure property of ltl that is described in Exercise 36.
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Exercise 33. Consider the successor model of a word w ∈ Σ∗, which is defined
like the ordered model, except that instead of x < y we have x + 1 = y. Given
an example of a regular language that is first-order definable using the ordered
model, but not using the successor model.

Exercise 34. Show two languages which have the same syntactic monoid, and
such that only one of them is first-order definable in the successor model. In
particular, one of the closure properties from Exercise 14 must fail for this
logic.

Exercise 35. Let Σ be a finite alphbet and let `, a be fresh symbols. For k, ` ∈
{0, 1, . . .}, we say that w,w′ ∈ Σ∗ are (k, `)-locally equivalent if

` w a has at least i
occurrences of infix v

iff ` w′ a has at least i
occurrences of infix v

holds for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k} and every v ∈ Σ∗ of length at most `. Show that
L ⊆ Σ∗ is first-order definable in the successor model if and only if it is a union
of equivalence classes of (k, `)-local equivalence, for some k, `.

Exercise 36. Let Γ ⊆ Σ and let L ⊆ Γ∗. If L is definable in ltl, then the same
is true for

{w ∈ Σ∗ : L contains the maximal prefix of w which uses only letters from Σ}.

Exercise 37. Consider ltl[X], i.e. the fragment of ltl where the only operator
is X. Show that this fragment is equal to the definite languages from Exer-
cise 19.

Exercise 38. Show that if a language is first-order definable in the successor
model, then the syntactic semigroup satisfies the following equality

ea f bec f = ec f bea f for all e, f ,︸︷︷︸
idempotents

a, b, c.

Exercise 39. Show that the identity in Exercise 38, together with aperiodicity,
is equivalent to first-order definability in the successor model.
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Exercise 40. Consider the following extension of ltl with group operators.
Suppose that G is a finite group, and let

{ϕg}g∈G,

be a family of already defined formulas such that every position in an input
word is selected by exactly one formula ϕg. Then we can create a new formula,
which is true in a word of length n if

1 = g1 · · · gn,

where gi ∈ G is the unique group element whose corresponding formula selects
position i. Show that this logic defines all regular languages.

2.3 Suffix trivial semigroups and linear logic with F only

In the previous section, we showed that first-order logic corresponds to the
monoids without groups, which is the same thing as monoids with trivial H-
classes (Exercise 32). What about monoids with trivial suffix classes, prefix
classes, or infix classes? Trivial infix classes will be described in Section 2.4.
In this section, we give a logical characterisation of trivial suffix classes (of
course, a symmetric statement holds for trivial prefix classes).

In the characterisation, we use the fragment of ltl where until is replaced
by the following operators

>Uϕ︸︷︷︸
Fϕ

¬F¬ϕ︸︷︷︸
Gϕ

ϕ ∨ Fϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
F∗ϕ

¬F∗¬ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
G∗ϕ

.

Since all of the above operators can be defined in terms of F, we write ltl[F]
for the resulting logic.

Theorem 2.13. The following conditions are equivalent for L ⊆ Σ∗:

(1) Recognised by a finite suffix trivial monoid;
(2) Defined by a finite union of regular expressions of the form

Σ∗0a1Σ∗1a2 · · · anΣ∗n where ai ∈ Σ − Σi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.︸                                                                        ︷︷                                                                        ︸
we call such an expression suffix unambiguous

In the above, some of the sets Σi ⊆ Σ might be empty, in which case Σ∗i = {ε}.
(3) Defined by a Boolean combination of ltl[F] formulas of the form F∗ϕ.
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To see why the formulas in item (3) need to be guarded by F∗, consider the
ltl[F] formula a which defines the language “words beginning with a”. This
language is not recognised by any finite suffix trivial monoid.

Proof

(1)⇒ (2) We will show that for every finite suffix trivial monoid M, and every
F ⊆ M, the language

{w ∈ M∗ : F contains the product of w}

is defined by a finite union of suffix unambiguous expressions. It will follow
that for every monoid homomorphism into M, the recognised language is
defined by a similar expression, with monoid elements substituted by the
letters that map to them (such a substitution preserves suffix unambiguity).

It is of course enough to consider the case when F contains only one
element, call it a ∈ M. The proof is by induction on the position of a in the
suffix ordering.

The induction base is when a is the monoid identity. By Exercise 15, the
suffix class of the identity is a group, and a group must be trivial in a suffix
trivial monoid. It follows that a word has product a if and only if it belongs
to a∗, which is a suffix unambiguous expression.

We now prove the induction step. Consider a word with product a. This
word must be nonempty, since otherwise its product would be the identity.
Let i be the maximal position in the word such that the suffix starting in i
also has product a. By suffix triviality, every position < i is labelled by a
letter in

Σ0 = {b ∈ M : ba = a}.

Let b be the product of the suffix that starts after i, not including i, and let c
be the label of position i. By choice of i, b is a proper suffix of a and a = cb.
Summing up, words with product a are defined by the expression⋃

b,c∈M
b is a proper prefix of c

a=cb

Σ∗0c · (words with product b),

Apply the induction assumption to b, yielding a finite union of suffix unam-
biguous expressions, and distribute the finite union across concatenation. It
remains to justify that the resulting expressions are also suffix unambigu-
ous. This is because none of the expressions that define words with product
b can begin with Σ∗1 with c ∈ Σ1, since otherwise we would contradict the
assumption that cb = a , b.
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(2)⇒ (3) Since the formulas from item (3) are closed under union, it is enough
to show that every suffix unambiguous expression

Σ∗0a1Σ∗1a2 · · · anΣ∗n

can be defined by a formula as in (3). For i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, define Li to be
the suffix of the above expression that begins with Σ∗i . By induction on i,
starting with n and progressing down to 0, we show that Li can be defined
by a formula ϕi as in item (3). In the induction base, we use the formula

ϕn = ¬G∗
∨
a∈Σn

a︸      ︷︷      ︸
all positions have label in Σn

.

For the induction step, we first define the language aiLi, using a formula of
ltl[F] (which is not in the shape from item (3)):

ψi = ai ∧ (Fϕi) ∧ G
∧
j>i

ϕ j.

Because the expression is suffix unambiguous, the formula ψi selects at most
one position in a given input word; this property will be used below. The
language Li−1 is then defined by

ϕi−1 = F∗ψi ∧ G∗((Fψi)⇒
∧
a∈Σ0

a)︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
if a position is to the left

of the unique position
satisfying ψi, then
it has label in Σ0.

(3)⇒ (1) The key observation is the following pumping lemma for formulas
of the shape F∗ϕ that is used in item (3) of the theorem.

Claim 2.14. For every ϕ ∈ ltl[F] there is some n ∈ {0, 1, . . .} such that

w(xy)nu |= F∗ϕ iff wy(xy)nu |= F∗ϕ for every w, x, y, u ∈ Σ∗.

Proof Induction on ϕ. If ϕ is of the form a ∈ Σ, then we can choose n = 1,
since then both words in the equivalence from the claim use the same let-
ters (possibly in a different order). If the formula has shape Fϕ, then there is
nothing to do, since F∗Fϕ is equivalent to F∗ϕ, and the induction assumption
can be used. Suppose now that ϕ is a Boolean combination of simpler for-
mulas, and n is the maximal number from the induction assumption when
applied to the simpler formulas. To prove the conclusion of the claim, we
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will show

w(xy)n+1u︸     ︷︷     ︸
v

|= F∗ϕ iff wy(xy)n+1u︸       ︷︷       ︸
v′

|= F∗ϕ.

For the left-to-right implication, we observe that every suffix of v either in-
tersects w – in which case we can use the induction assumption – or it is
already a suffix of v′. For the right-to-left implication, we use the same rea-
soning, with one extra case, namely if ϕ is true in a suffix of v′ which has
form y2(xy)n+1w, for some decomposition y = y1y2. Here we use the induc-
tion assumption as follows:

ε︸︷︷︸
new w

y2︸︷︷︸
new y

xy1y2︸︷︷︸
new x

�

By unravelling the definition of the syntactic monoid, in terms of two-
sided congruences, we infer from the above claim that for every formula ϕ
of ltl[F], the syntactic monoid M of F∗ϕ satisfies

(xy)! = y(xy)! for all x, y ∈ M. (2.2)

The same is also true for syntactic monoids of Boolean combinations of
such formulas. To finish the proof, we observe that property (2.2) is true in
a finite monoid if and only if it is suffix trivial. Indeed, if a monoid is suffix
trivial, then (xy)! and y(xy)! must be in the same suffix class, and hence
equal. Conversely, if a, b are in the same suffix class, then there must be
some x, y such that b = xa and a = yb; it follows that

a = y(xy)!b
(2.2)
= (xy)!b = b.

�

Exercises

Exercise 41. Let Σ be an alphabet and let c < Σ be a fresh letter. Show that
L ⊆ Σ+ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.13 if and only cL is definable in
ltl[F].
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2.4 Infix trivial semigroups and piecewise testable languages

In this section, we describe the languages recognised by finite monoids that are
infix trivial. For languages recognised by finite infix trivial monoids, a promi-
nent role will be played embeddings (also known as the Higman ordering).

Definition 2.15 (Embedding). We say that w ∈ Σ∗ embeds in v ∈ Σ∗, denoted
by w ↪→ v, if there is an injective function from positions in w to positions in
v, which preserves the order on positions and the labels.

In other words, w embeds in v if and only if w can be obtained from v by
removing zero or more positions. For example “ape” embeds into “example”.
It is easy to see that embedding is an ordering: it is reflexive, transitive and
anti-symmetric (although it will cease to be anti-symmetric for infinite words).
We say that a language L ⊆ Σ∗ is upward closed if

v ↪→ w ∧ v ∈ L⇒ w ∈ L.

Symmetrically, we define downward closed languages. The main result about
embedding is that it is a well-quasi order, as explained in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.16 (Higman’s Lemma). For every upward closed L ⊆ Σ∗ there is a
finite subset U ⊆ L such that

L = {w ∈ Σ∗ : v ↪→ w for some v ∈ U}︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
we call this the upward closure of U

Here is a logical corollary of Higman’s lemma.

Theorem 2.17. A language is upward closed if and only if it can be defined in
the ordered model by an ∃∗-sentence, i.e. a sentence of the form

∃x1 ∃x2 · · · ∃xn︸              ︷︷              ︸
only existential quantifiers

ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)︸         ︷︷         ︸
quantifier-free

.

Proof Clearly every ∃∗-sentence defines an upward closed language. Hig-
man’s Lemma gives the converse implication, because the upward closure of
every finite set is definable by an ∃∗-sentence. �

Embeddings will also play an important role in the characterisation of lan-
guages recognised by monoids that are infix trivial. Before stating the charac-
terisation, we introduce one more definition, namely zigzags11. For languages

11 Zigzags and the Zigzag Lemma are inspired by

[7] Czerwinski et al., “A Characterization for Decidable Separability by Piecewise Testable
Languages”, 2017
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L,K ⊆ Σ∗, define a zigzag between L and K to be a sequence

w1︸︷︷︸
∈L

↪→ w2︸︷︷︸
∈K

↪→ w3︸︷︷︸
∈L

↪→ w4︸︷︷︸
∈K

↪→ w5︸︷︷︸
∈L

↪→ w6︸︷︷︸
∈K

↪→ · · · .

In other words, this is a sequence that is growing with respect to embeddings,
and such that odd-numbered elements are in L and odd-numbered elements are
in K. The zigzag does not need to be strictly growing, but it will be if L and K
are disjoint.

We are now ready for the characterisation of infix trivial monoids.

Theorem 2.18. The following conditions are equivalent12 for every L ⊆ Σ∗:

(1) recognised by a finite monoid that is infix trivial;
(2) is a finite Boolean combination of upward closed languages;
(3) there is no infinite zigzag between L and its complement.

We use the name piecewise testable for languages as in item (2) of the
above theorem. Equivalence of items (2) and (3) is a corollary of the following
lemma, when applied to K = Σ∗ − L.

Lemma 2.19 (Zigzag Lemma). Let L,K ⊆ Σ∗. The following are equivalent:

(1) there are zigzags between L and K of every finite length;
(2) there is an infinite zigzag between L and K;
(3) there is no piecewise testable language M ⊆ Σ∗ such that

L ⊆ M M ∩ K = ∅.︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
we say that M separates L and K

Proof

(1)⇒(2) Assume that zigzags between L and K can have arbitrarily long finite
lengths. Define a directed acyclic graph G as follows. Vertices are words in
L, and there is an edge w→ v if

w ↪→ u ↪→ v for some u ∈ K.

For a vertex v ∈ L of this graph, define its potential

α(v) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ω}

to be the least upper bound on the lengths of paths in the graph that start in v.
This can be either a finite number, or ω if the paths have unbounded length.

12 Equivalence of items (1) and (2) was first proved in
[24] Simon, “Piecewise testable events”, 1975
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We first show that some vertex must have potential ω. By assumption on
arbitrarily long zigzags, potentials have arbitrarily high values. By definition
of the graph, α is monotone with respect to (the opposite of the) embedding,
in the following sense:

v ↪→ v′ implies α(v) ≥ α(v′) for every v, v′ ∈ L.

By Higman’s Lemma, the language L, like any set of words, has finitely
many minimal elements with respect to embedding. By monotonicity, one
of these minimal words must therefore have potential ω.

For the same reason as above, if a word has potential ω, then one of its
successors (words reachable in one step in the graph) must also have poten-
tial ω; this is because there are finitely many successors that are minimal
with respect to embedding. This way, we can construct an infinite path in
the graph which only sees potential ω, as in the König Lemma.

(2)⇒(3) Suppose that there is a zigzag between L and K of infinite length.
Every upward closed set selects either no elements of the zigzag, or all but
finitely many elements of the zigzag. It follows that every finite Boolean
combination of upward closed sets must contain, or be disjoint with, two
consecutive elements of the zigzag. Therefore, such a Boolean combination
cannot separate L from K.

(3)⇒(1) We prove the contra-positive: if zigzags between L and K have bounded
length, then L and K can be separated by a piecewise testable language. For
w ∈ L define its potential to be the maximal length of a zigzag between L
and K that starts in w; likewise we define the potential for w ∈ K, but using
zigzags between K and L. Define Li ⊆ L to be the words in L with potential
exactly i ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, likewise define Ki ⊆ K. Our assumption is that the
potential is bounded, and therefore L is a finite union of the languages Li,
likewise for K. By induction on i ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, we will show that

L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Li︸         ︷︷         ︸
L≤i

and K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ki︸          ︷︷          ︸
L≤i

.

can be separated by a piecewise testable language, call it Mi. In the induction
base, both languages are empty, and can therefore be separated by the empty
language, which is clearly piecewise testable. Consider the induction step,
where we find the separator Mi. We will use the following sets

L≤i ↑︸︷︷︸
upward closure of L≤i

Li ↓︸︷︷︸
downward closure of Li

M︸︷︷︸
a separator of K<i and L<i

from the induction assumption

.

All of these sets are piecewise testable: the first one is upward closed, the
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second one is the complement of an upward closed set, and the third one
is obtained from the induction assumption. These sets are depicted in the
following picture, with i = 3:

downward closure of Li 

upward closure of L≤i  

ML1

L2

L3

L4

L5

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

The set L≤i ↑ contains L≤i by definition. It is also disjoint with Ki, because
otherwise there would be some words

w︸︷︷︸
L≤i

↪→ v︸︷︷︸
Ki

,

and therefore w would need to have potential i + 1. For similar reasons, the
set Li ↓ is disjoint with Ki and L≤i−1. Putting these facts together, we see that

Mi = L≤i ↑ − (M − Li ↓)

separates L≤i from K≤i.

�

The Zigzag Lemma proves that equivalence of the conditions about infinite
zigzags and piecewise testability in Theorem 2.18. To finish the proof of the
Theorem, we show that the syntactic monoid of L is finite and infix trivial
(which is the same as saying that some recognising monoid is finite and infix
trivial) if and only if there is no infinite zigzag between L and its complement.

Suppose first that the syntactic monoid of L is not finite or infix trivial. If the
syntactic monoid is not finite, then the language cannot be piecewise testable,
since piecewise testable languages are necessarily regular. Assume therefore
that the syntactic monoid is finite but not infix trivial. This means that the
syntactic monoid is either not prefix trivial, or not suffix trivial. By symmetry,
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we only consider the case where the syntactic monoid is not suffix trivial. This
means that there exist a, b in the syntactic monoid such that

(ab)! , b(ab)!.

By unravelling the definition of the syntactic monoid, the above disequality
can be easily used to create an infinite zigzag between L and its complement.

It remains to show that if the syntactic monoid of L is finite and infix trivial,
then there is no zigzag between L and its complement. Let M be the syntactic
monoid. For a, b ∈ M, define a zigzag between a and b to be a zigzag, over
alphabet M, between the words with product a and the words with product b.
If M recognises L, then a zigzag between L and its complement can be used,
by extraction, to obtain a zigzag between a , b ∈ M. The following lemma
shows that this cannot happen, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.18.

Lemma 2.20. Let M be finite and infix trivial, and let a, b ∈ M. If there is an
infinite zigzag between a and b, then a = b.

Proof The proof is by induction on the infix ordering lifted to pairs:

(x, y) � (a, b) def
= x is an infix of a and y is an infix of b.

The induction base is proved the same way as the induction step. Suppose that
we have proved the lemma for all pairs (x, y) ≺ (a, b).

Claim 2.21. If there is an infinite zigzag between a and b, then there exists
n ∈ {0, 1, . . .} and monoid elements {ai, bi, ci}i such that

a = c1 c2 · · · cn

b = b0 c1 b1 c2 b2 · · · bn−1 cn bn

a = a0 c1 a1 c2 a2 · · · an−1 cn an

and for every i ∈ {0, . . . , n} there is an infinite zigzag between ai and bi.

Proof Consider an infinite zigzag between a and b of the form

w1 ↪→ w2 ↪→ · · ·

Let the letters in w1 be c1, . . . , cn ∈ M. For j ≥ 2, define an important
position in w j to be any position that arises by starting in some position of w1,
and then following the embeddings

w1 ↪→ w2 ↪→ · · · ↪→ w j.

By distinguishing the important positions in w j, we get a factorisation

w j = w j,0︸︷︷︸
M∗

c1 w j,1︸︷︷︸
M∗

c2 · · · cn−1 w j,n−1︸︷︷︸
M∗

cn w j,n︸︷︷︸
M∗

.
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By definition of important positions, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , n} the following
sequence is growing with respect to embedding:

w2,i ↪→ w3,i ↪→ · · · .

By extracting a subsequence, we can assume that for every i ∈ {0, 1 . . . , n}, the
above chain is a zigzag between bi and ai, for some bi, ai ∈ M. This proves the
conclusion of the claim. �

Claim 2.22. If there is an infinite zigzag between a and b, then there exist
c, c′ ∈ M such that a = cc′ and cb = b = bc′.

Proof Apply Claim 2.21, yielding monoid elements with

a = c1 c2 · · · cn

b = b0 c1 b1 c2 b2 · · · bn−1 cn bn

a = a0 c1 a1 c2 a2 · · · an−1 cn an

For every i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, we can see that (bi, ai) � (b, a). If the inclusion is
strict, then the induction assumption of the lemma yields bi = ai. Otherwise,
the inclusion is not strict, and therefore

(ai, bi) = (a, b).

If the inclusion is strict for all i, then the third and second rows in the conclu-
sion of Claim 2.21 are equal, thus proving a = b, and we are done. Otherwise,
there is some i ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that (bi, ai) = (b, a). By infix triviality, every
interval in the second row that contains i will have product b. It follows that

c jb = b︸  ︷︷  ︸
for all j ≤ i

bc j = b︸  ︷︷  ︸
for all j > i

It is now easy to see that the conclusion of the claim holds if we define c to be
the prefix of a = c1 · · · cn that ends with ci, and define c′ to be the remaining
suffix. �

Apply the above claim, and a symmetric one with the roles of a and b
swapped, yielding elements c, c′, d, d′ such that

a = cc′ cb = b = bc′ b = dd′ da = a = d′. (2.3)

We can now prove the conclusion of the lemma:

a
(2.3)︷︸︸︷
= (dc)!(c′d′)! =︸︷︷︸

infix triviality

(cd)!(d′c′)!
(2.3)︷︸︸︷
= b.

�
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Exercises

Exercise 42. Prove Higman’s Lemma.

Exercise 43. Give a polynomial time algorithm, which inputs two nondeter-
ministic automata, and decides if their languages can be separated by a piec-
wise testable language.

Exercise 44. Consider ω-words, i.e. infinite words of the form

a1a2 · · · where a1, a2, . . . ∈ Σ.

Embedding naturally extends to ω-words (in fact, any labelled orders). Show
that the embedding on ω-words is also a well-quasi order, i.e. every upward
closed set is the upward closure of finitely many elements.

2.5 Two-variable first-order logic

We finish this chapter with one more monoid characterisation of a fragment of
first-order logic. A corollary of the equivalence of first-order logic and ltl (or
of the equivalence of first-order logic and star-free expressions) is that, over
finite words, first-order logic is equivalent to its three variable fragment. What
about one or two variables?

It is an easy exercise to show that first-order logic with one variable defines
exactly the languages that are recognised by monoids that are aperiodic and
commutative:

a! = a!+1 ab = ba for all a, b.

The more interesting case is first-order logic with two variables, which we
denote by fo2. This logic is characterised in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.23. For a language L ⊆ Σ∗, the following are equivalent:

(1) Definable in two variable first-order logic;
(2) Recognised by a finite monoid M with the following property13: M is a ape-

riodic, and if an infix class J ⊆ M contains an idempotent, then J is a
sub-semigroup of M.

13 This property appears in
[21] Schützenberger, “Sur Le Produit De Concatenation Non Ambigu”, 1976

where it is used to characterise certain unambiguous regular expressions, see Exercise 49.
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We use the name da for the monoids (more generally, finite semigroups) that
satisfy the property in item (2). In the exercises, we add several other equivalent
conditions for the above theorem, including the temporal logic ltl[F,F−1] and
the following fragment of first-order logic:

(definable by a ∃∗∀∗-sentence) ∩ (definable by a ∀∗∃∗-sentence).

The rest of Section 2.5 is devoted to proving the theorem. We begin with
a equational description of da. (A stronger equational description is given in
Exercise 45.)

Lemma 2.24. A finite semigroup S is in da if and only if it satisfies:

w! = w!vw!︸       ︷︷       ︸
the equality means that

the two words have the same product

for all w, v ∈ M∗ with v ↪→ w.

Proof We first prove that the identity implies that S is da. Let e be an idempo-
tent. We need to show that if a, b are infix equivalent to e, then the same is true
for ab. Because a, b are infixes of e, and e is an idempotent, one can find word
w in S + which has product e, and where both a and b appear. In particular,
ab ↪→ w. By the identity in the lemma, we know that e = eabe, and therefore
ab is an infix of e.

We now show that if S is in da, then the identity is satisfied. Let v ↪→ w be as
in the identity. Let e be the product of w!, and let J be the infix class of e. This
infix class is a semigroup, by definition of da. For every letter a that appears
in the word w, there is a suffix of w!w! which begins with a and has product in
J. Let a′ ∈ J be the product of this suffix. Since J is a semigroup, it follows
that ea′ ∈ J and therefore also ea ∈ J. Since ea ∈ J holds for every letter that
appears in w, it follows that eve ∈ J. This means that eve is in the H-class of
e, and therefore e = eve by aperiodicity (which is part of the definition of da),
thus establishing the identity. �

We now prove the theorem.
To prove the implication (1)⇒(2), we show that for every language defin-

able in fo2, its syntactic monoid belongs to da. By Lemma 2.24 and unravel-
ling the definition of the syntactic monoid, it is enough to show that for every
w1,w2, v,w ∈ Σ∗ and n ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, if v ↪→ w then the words

w1wnw2 w1wnvwnw2

satisfy the same fo2 sentences of quantifier rank at most n. This is shown using
a simple Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé argument.

For the implication (2)⇒(1), we use the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.25. Let M be a monoid in da, and let a1, a2 ∈ M. Then

w ∈ M∗ 7→ a1 · (product of w) · a2︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
∈ M

is a colouring definable in fo2, i.e. every inverse image is definable in fo2.

If we apply the above lemma to a1 and a2 being the monoid identity, we
conclude that the product operation is definable in fo2. This implies that ev-
ery language recognised by the monoid is definable in fo2, thus proving the
implication (1)⇐ (2) in the theorem.

Proof Induction on the following parameters, ordered lexicographically:

(1) size of M;
(2) number of elements that properly extend a1 in the prefix ordering;
(3) number of elements that properly extend a2 in the suffix ordering.

The induction base is when M has one element, in which case the colouring in
the lemma is constant, and therefore definable in fo2.

Let us also prove another variant of the induction base, namely when induc-
tion parameters (2) and (3) are zero, which means that a1 is maximal in the
prefix ordering and a2 is maximal in the suffix ordering. It follows that, for

H-class of a1aa2 = H-class of a1ba2 for all a, b ∈ M.

Since da implies aperiodicity, which implies H-triviality, the colouring in the
statement of the lemma is constant, and therefore definable in fo2.

It remains to prove the induction step. Because of the two kinds of induction
base that were considered above, we can assume that one of the parameters (2)
or (3) is nonzero. By symmetry, assume that a1 is not maximal in the prefix
ordering.

Claim 2.26. For every a ∈ M, the following is a sub-monoid of M:

{b ∈ M : ab is prefix equivalent to a}︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸
we call this set the prefix stabiliser of a

.

Proof The prefix stabiliser clearly contains the monoid identity. It remains
to show that it is closed under composition. Let b, c be in the prefix stabiliser
of a. Using the definition of the prefix stabiliser, it is easy to construct a word
w ∈ M∗, such that bc ↪→ w and aw = a. By Lemma 2.24, it follows that

a = aw = aw! = aw!bcw! = abcw!,

which establishes that bc is in the prefix stabiliser of a. �
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Let N ⊆ M be the prefix stabiliser of a1; our assumption says that N is
a proper subset of M, and by the above claim it is also a sub-monoid. We
decompose a word w ∈ M∗ into three parts, as explained in the following
picture:

the central position 
is the le�most position

with label in N

the le� part is all positions
strictly before the central position

a b a a b a a c c a b a c{
the right part is all positions

strictly a�er the central position

{
There is an fo2 formula which selects the central position. Since all labels in
the left part are from N, we can use the induction assumption on a smaller
monoid to prove that the colouring

w 7→ product of left part

is definable in fo2. (When using the induction assumption, we restrict all quan-
tifiers of the formulas from the induction assumption so that they quantify over
positions that are to the left of the central position.) Let c be the product of the
prefix up to and including the central position; as we have shown above, this
product can be computed in fo2. By definition of the central position, we know
that a1 is a proper prefix of a1c, and therefore we can use the induction as-
sumption to prove that

w 7→ a1c · (product of right part) · a2

is a colouring definable in fo2. The conclusion of the lemma follows. �

Exercises

Exercise 45. Show that a semigroup belongs to da if and only if it satisfies the
identity

(ab)! = (ab)!a(ab)! for all a, b.
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Exercise 46. Show that fo2 has the same expressive power as ltl[F,F−1], which
is the extension of ltl[F] with the following past operator:

w, x |= F−1ϕ
def
= ∃y y < x ∧ w, y |= ϕ.

Exercise 47. Define the syntactic ordering on the syntactic monoid, which
depends on the accepting set F, as follows:

a ≤ b def
= ∀x, y ∈ M xay ∈ F ⇒ xby ∈ F.

Show that a language can be defined by a first-order sentence of the form

∃x1 · · · ∃xn∀y1 · · · ∀ym

quantifier-free︷                        ︸︸                        ︷
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym)︸                                                           ︷︷                                                           ︸

such a formula is called an ∃∗∀∗-sentence

if and only if

w! ≤ w!vw! for all v ↪→ w︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higman ordering

Hint14: use Exercise 26.

Exercise 48. Show that L is definable in fo2 if and only both L and its com-
plement can be defined using ∃∗∀∗-sentences.

Exercise 49. We say that a regular expression

Σ∗0a1Σ∗1 · · ·Σ
∗
n−1anΣ∗n

is unambiguous if every word w admits at most one factorisation

w = w0a1w1 · · ·wn−1anwn where wi ∈ Σ∗i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Show that a language is a finite disjoint union of unambiguous expressions if
and only if its syntactic monoid of L is in da15.

14 An effective characterisation of ∃∗∀∗-sentence was first given in
[1] Arfi, “Polynomial Operations on Rational Languages”, 1987 , Theorem 3.

The proof was simplified in
[17] Pin and Weil, “Polynomial closure and unambiguous product”, 1997 , Theorem 5.8

The solution which uses Exercise 26 is based on [17]. Characterisations of fragments of
first-order logic such as ∃∗∀∗ are widely studied, see

[18] Place and Zeitoun, “Going Higher in First-Order Quantifier Alternation Hierarchies on
Words”, 2019

15 This exercise is based on
[21] Schützenberger, “Sur Le Produit De Concatenation Non Ambigu”, 1976



3
Infinite words

In this chapter, we study infinite words.
In Section 3.1, we begin with the classical model of infinite words, namely

ω-words. In ω-word, the positions are ordered like the natural numbers. We
show how the structure of finite semigroups, which was developed in Sec-
tion 1.2, can be applied to prove McNaughton’s Theorem about determinisa-
tion of ω-automata.

In Section 3.2, we move to more general infinite words, where the positions
can be any countable linear order, e.g. the rational numbers. For this kind of
infinite words, we define a suitable generalisation of semigroups, and show
that it has the same expressive power as monadic second-order logic.

3.1 Determinisation of Büchi automata for ω-words

An ω-word is a function from the natural numbers to some alphabet Σ. We
write Σω for the set of all ω-words over alphabet Σ. To recognise properties of
ω-words, we use Büchi automata.

Definition 3.1 (Büchi automata). The syntax of a nondeterministic Büchi au-
tomaton is the same as the syntax of a nondeterministic finite automaton for
finite words, namely it consists of:

Q︸︷︷︸
states

QΣQ︸︷︷︸
input

alphabet

I, F ⊆ Q︸    ︷︷    ︸
inital and
final states

δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q︸            ︷︷            ︸
transition relation

The difference, with respect to nondeterministic automata on finite words, is in
the semantics: a word in Σω is accepted by the automaton if there exists a run
which begins in an initial state, and which satisfies the Büchi condition:

62
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some accepting state appears infinitely often in the run.

A deterministic Büchi automaton is the special case when there is one initial
state, and the transition relation is a function from Q × Σ to Q.

The following example shows that deterministic Büchi automata are weaker
than than nondeterministic ones.

Example 8. Consider the language of ω-words over alphabet {a, b} where let-
ter a appears finitely often. This language is recognised by a nondeterministic
Büchi automaton as in the following picture:

a

b

b

bb

accepting state

initial state

transition

The idea is that the automaton nondeterministically guesses some position
which will not be followed by any a letters; this guess corresponds to the hor-
izontal transition with label b in the picture.

This language is not recognised by any deterministic Büchi automaton. To-
ward a contradiction, imagine a hypothetical deterministic Büchi automaton
which recognises the language. Run this automaton on bω. Since a appears
finitely often in this ω-word, the corresponding run (unique by determinism)
must use an accepting state in some finite prefix. Extend that finite prefix by
appending abω. Again, the word must be accepted, so an accepting state must
be eventually visited after the first a. By repeating this argument, we get a word
which has infinitely many a’s and where the (unique) run of the deterministic
automaton sees accepting states infinitely often; a contradiction. 2

The above shows that languages recognised by deterministic Büchi automata
are not closed under Boolean combinations. This turns out to be the only limi-
tation of the model, as shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. If a language of ω-words is recognised by a nondeterministic
Büchi automaton, then it is a Boolean combination of languages recognised by
deterministic Büchi automata1.
1 A Boolean combination of deterministic Büchi automata is the same thing as what is known as

a deterministic Muller automaton. Therefore, the theorem is the same McNaughton’s Theorem,
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The converse implication in the above theorem is also true, which is left
as an exercise for the reader (Exercise 51). A language is called ω-regular
if it is recognised by a nondeterministic Büchi automaton, or equivalently,
by a Boolean combination of deterministic Büchi automata. The ω-regular
languages are closed under Boolean combination thanks to the determinis-
tic characterisation. The original application of Büchi automata was Büchi’s
proof2 that they recognise exactly the same languages of ω-words as monadic
second-order logic; this application is a simple corollary of Theorem 3.2, see
Exercise 55.

There are several combinatorial proofs for the determinisation result in The-
orem 3.2. In this section, we present an algebraic proof, which leverages the
structural theory of finite semigroups developed in Section 1.2.

Let A be a nondeterministic Büchi automaton, with states Q and input al-
phabet Σ. For an ω-word, define its ω-type to be the set of states from which
the word is accepted. We also define the type for finite words, but here we need
to store a bit more information. For a run of the automaton over a finite word,
define the profile of the run to be the triple (q, i, p) where q is the source state
of the run, p is the target state of the run, and

i =

0 if the run does not use any accepting state

1 if the run uses some accepting state.

Here is a picture of a run with its profile:

a b a a b a a
q r s p

pro�le (q, 1, p)

accepting state

�nite word
run q r s p

Define the type of a finite word w ∈ Σ+ to be the set of profiles of runs over
this word. It is not hard to see that the function

w ∈ Σ+ 7→ type of w ∈ P(Q × {0, 1} × Q)︸                ︷︷                ︸
S

[15] McNaughton, “Testing and generating infinite sequences by a finite automaton”, 1966 ,
p. 524

which says that nondeterministic Büchi automata can be determinised into deterministic
Muller automata.

2 [3] Büchi, “On a decision method in restricted second order arithmetic”, 1962
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is a semigroup homomorphism, with a naturally defined semigroup structure
on S . The following lemma shows that types and ω-types are compatible.

Lemma 3.3. If wi ∈ Σ+ and vi ∈ Σ+ have the same type for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . .},
then w1w2 · · · ∈ Σω and v1v2 · · · ∈ Σω have the same ω-type.

Proof By substituting parts of an accepting run, while preserving the Büchi
condition. �

Thanks to the above lemma, it makes sense to talk about the ω-type of a
word w ∈ S ω built out of types. In particular, it makes sense to say whether
or not a word w ∈ S ω is accepted by A, since this information is stored in
the type. A special case of this notation is aeω, where a, e ∈ S , which is the
ω-type of the ω-word that begins with letter a and has all other letters equal
to e. The importance of this special case is explained by the following lemma
about factorisations of ω-words3

Lemma 3.4. For every w ∈ S ω there exist a, e ∈ S , such that e is an idempo-
tent, ae = e, and there is a factorisation

w =

type a︷︸︸︷
w0

type e︷︸︸︷
w1

type e︷︸︸︷
w2

type e︷︸︸︷
w3 · · ·

Proof Define a cut in w to be the space between two positions. Consider an
undirected edge-labelled graph, defined as follows. Vertices are cuts. For every
two distinct cuts, there is an undirected edge, labelled by the type of the finite
word that connects the two cuts. By Ramsey’s Theorem A, see Exercise 50,
there exists a type a ∈ S and an infinite set X of vertices, such every two
distinct vertices from X are connected by an edge with label e. Define the
decomposition from the lemma to be the result of cutting w along all cuts from
X. By assumption on X, every word wi with i > 0 has type e. Idempotence of e
follows from

e︷        ︸︸        ︷
wi︸︷︷︸
e

wi+1︸︷︷︸
e

.

Finally, we can assure that ae = a by joining the first two groups. �

A corollary of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 is that w ∈ L if and only if

(*) there is a factorisation as in Lemma 3.4 such that aeω ∈ L.

3 This lemma was first observed by Büchi in [3, Lemma 1] where it was used to prove that
nondeterministic Büchi automata are closed under complementation, without passing through
a deterministic model.
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So far, we are doing the same argument as in Büchi’s original complementation
proof from [3]. In his proof, Büchi observed that variant of (*) with aeω < L,
which characterises the complement of L, can be expressed by a nondeter-
ministic Büchi automaton, and therefore nondeterministic Büchi automata are
closed under complementation.

Now, we diverge from Büchi’s proof, since we are interested in determinisa-
tion and not complementation. Here, semigroups will be helpful. Since it is is
not clear how to express condition (*) using a deterministic Büchi automaton,
we will reformulate it. This is done in the following lemma. In the lemma, we
say that type a ∈ S appears infinitely often in an ω-word w ∈ Σω if every suffix
(necessarily infinite) of w has finite infix of type a.

Lemma 3.5. An ω-word w ∈ Σω is accepted byA if and only if

(**) there exist a, e ∈ S , with e idempotent, ae = e, and aeω ∈ L, such that all of
the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) infinitely many prefixes of w have type a; and
(2) type e appears infinitely often in w; and
(3) if type b appears infinitely often in w, then b is an infix of e (in the infix

ordering of the finite semigroup S ).

Proof The top-down implication, which says that every word accepted byA
must satisfy (**), is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4. We are left
with the bottom-up implication. Suppose that w satisfies (**), as witnessed by
a, e ∈ S . Cut the word along the infinitely many cuts which induce a prefix of
type a, which exist by condition (1), and group the pieces using Lemma 3.4,
yielding some idempotent f such that a f = f and a decomposition

w =

type a︷︸︸︷
w0

type f︷︸︸︷
w1

type f︷︸︸︷
w2

type f︷︸︸︷
w3 · · ·

Although we will not prove e = f , we will prove that aeω and a f ω have the
same ω-type, which will be sufficient to prove that w is accepted. By condi-
tion (2) we know that e is an infix of f , and and therefore f can be obtained as
a product f = xeey for some x, y ∈ S . If ∼ denotes having the same ω-type,
then

a f ω ∼ ae︸︷︷︸
a

( xeey︸︷︷︸
f

)ω ∼ a exe︸︷︷︸
call

this g

( eyxe︸︷︷︸
call

this h

)ω.

By condition (3), both g and h are infixes of e, and therefore they are in the
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sameH-class as e. ThisH-class is a group because it contains the idempotent
e, by theH-class Lemma. For every a, b in this group we have

aω ∼ (a!)ω = eω = (b!)ω ∼ bω.

Therefore:

aghω ∼ aggω ∼ aeω.

Since the last word has a type that is accepted byA, we conclude that the word
w is accepted. �

To finish the determinisation construction in Theorem 3.2, it remains to
show that condition (**) from the above lemma is a finite Boolean combination
of languages recognised by deterministic Büchi automata. Condition (**) is a
finite Boolean combination of statements of the form “infinitely many prefixes
have type a” or “type a appears infinitely often in w”. Therefore, it suffices that
statements of this are recognised by deterministic Büchi automata.

We begin with “infinitely many prefixes have type a.” Let La ⊆ Σ+ be the
words of type a. This is a regular language, because it is recognised by the
finite semigroup of types. Consider a deterministic automaton which recog-
nises this language (as a language of finite words), and view the automaton as
a deterministic Büchi automaton. The Bühi condition is satisfied by exactly by
those ω-words which have infinitely many prefixes of type a.

Consider now “type a appears infinitely often”. Let La ⊆ Σ+ be the regu-
lar language of words of type a. Consider a deterministic automaton on finite
words which recognises the language Σ∗La, i.e. words with some suffix of type
a. View this automaton as a deterministic Büchi automaton, but with the fol-
lowing modification: whenever it sees an accepting state, it returns to the ini-
tial state. The resulting deterministic Büchi automaton recognises the language
(Σ∗La)ω, which is exactly the words where type a appears infinitely often.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Semigroups for ω-words. There is an implicit algebraic structure in the proof
of Theorem 3.2, which is formalised in the following definition.

Definition 3.6. An ω-semigroup consists consists of:

• two sets S+ and Sω, called the finite sort and the ω-sort, respectively.
• a finite product π+ : (S+)+ → S+, associative as in the sense of semigroups;
• an ω-product πω : (S+)ω → Sω, associative in the following sense:

πω(w1w2 · · · ) = πω(π+(w1)π+(w2) · · · ) for every w1,w2, . . . ∈ S +.
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An example of an ω-semigroup is the automaton types that were used in the
proof of Theorem 3.2. Another example is the free ω-semigroup over a set Σ,
where the finite sort is Σ+, the ω-sort is Σω, and the two products are defined in
the natural way. The same proof as in Theorem 3.2 shows that a language is ω-
regular if and only if it is recognised by a homomorphism into an ω-semigroup
which is finite (on both sorts). This is discussed in more detail in some of the
exercises at the end of this section.

The associativity axiom on the ω-product can represented using a commut-
ing diagram, in the same spirit as for Lemma 1.4:

((S+)+)ω
ω-product in free ω-semigroup over S+ //

(π+)ω

��

(S+)ω

πω

��
(S+)ω

πω
// Sω

In the above diagram, (π+)ω denotes the coordinate-wise lifting of π+ to ω-
words of finite words.

Exercises

Exercise 50.
Prove the following result, called Ramsey’s Theorem A 4 . Consider an infi-

nite undirected graph, where every two distinct vertices are a connected by an
edge that is labelled by one of finitely many colours. Then the graph contains
an infinite monochromatic clique, which means that there exists a colour e and
an infinite set X of vertices, such that every two distinct vertices from X are
connected by an edge with colour e.

Exercise 51. Prove the converse implication in Theorem 3.2.

Exercise 52. We say that an ω-word is ultimately periodic if it has the form
wuω, for some finite words w, u ∈ Σω. Show that every nonempty ω-regular
language contains an ultimately periodic ω-word.

Exercise 53. Show that two ω-regular languages are equal if and only if they
contain the same ultimately periodic ω-words.

4 [19] Ramsey, “On a problem of formal logic”, 1929 , Theorem A
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Exercise 54. Show that an ω-word w is ultimately periodic if and only if {w}
is an ω-regular language.

Exercise 55. To an ω-word we associate an ordered model, in the same way
as for finite words. Show that a language is mso definable (using the ordered
model) if and only if it is ω-regular.

Exercise 56. Define an ω-term to be any tree as in the following picture:

ω

there is exactly one unary node
in the tree, with label ω

for every binary node, its le� subtree
does not contain ω 

binary nodes are labelled by a dot, standing 
for concatenation

leaves are labelled by letters 
of the alphabet

a

a

b

b

a

a
.

.

.

.

.

Everyω-term represents some ultimately periodicω-word, but severalω-terms
might represent the same ultimately periodic ω-word. Show that two ω-terms
represent the same ultimately periodic ω-word if and only if one can be trans-
formed into the other using the equations:

(xy)z = x(yz) (xy)ω = x(yx)ω (xn)ω = xω︸       ︷︷       ︸
for every n ∈ {1, 2, . . .}

where x, y, z stand for ω-terms.

Exercise 57. Let L ⊆ Σω. Consider the following equivalence relations on Σ+.

• Right equivalence is defined by

w ∼ w′ def
= wv ∈ L⇔ w′v ∈ L for every v ∈ Σω.

• Two-sided congruence is defined by

w ∼ w′ def
= uwv ∈ L⇔ uw′v ∈ L for every u ∈ Σ∗, v ∈ Σω.

• Arnold congruence is defined by

w ∼ w′ def
= ∧

u(wv)ω ∈ L⇔ u(w′v)ω ∈ L for every u, v ∈ Σ∗.

uwv ∈ L⇔ uw′v ∈ L for every u ∈ Σ∗, v ∈ Σω.
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Show that the latter two, but not necessarily the first one, are semigroup con-
gruences, i.e. they satisfy∧

i∈{1,2}

wi ∼ w′i implies w1w2 ∼ w′1w′2.

Exercise 58. Consider the equivalence relations defined in Exercise 57. Prove
that the arrows in the following diagram are true implications, and provide
counter-examples the missing arrows:

right
congruence

has finite index

// two-sided
congruence

has finite index

oo Arnold
congruence

has finite index

oo
ω-regularoo

Exercise 59. Define the Arnold semigroup of a language L ⊆ Σω to be the
quotient of Σ+ under Arnold congruence. Let L ⊆ Σω be a ω-regular. Show
that L is definable in first-order logic if and only if its Arnold semigroup is
aperiodic.

Exercise 60. The temporal logic ltl[F] can also be used to define languages
of ω-words. Let L ⊆ Σω be a ω-regular. Show that L is definable in ltl if and
only if its Arnold semigroup is suffix-trivial.

Exercise 61. Show an ω-regular language where the Arnold semigroup is infix
trivial, but which cannot be defined by a Boolean combination of ∃∗-sentences.

Exercise 62. Define a safety automaton to be an automaton on ω-words with
the following acceptance condition: all states in the run are accepting. Show
that deterministic and nondeterministic safety automata recognise the same
languages.

Exercise 63. Show that an ω-regular language of ω-words is recognised by a
safety automaton (deterministic or nondeterministic, does not matter by Exer-
cise 62) if and only if

uw!v ∈ L ⇔ u(w!)ω ∈ L for every u,w ∈ Σ+ and v ∈ Σω,

where ! ∈ {1, 2, . . .} is the exponent obtained from the Idempotent Power
Lemma as applied to the Arnold semigroup of L.
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Exercise 64. For a finite alphabet Σ, we can view Σω as metric space, where
the distance between two different ω-words is defined to be

1
2(length of longest common prefix)

This is indeed a distance, i.e. it satisfies the triangle inequality. Let L ⊆ Σω be
ω-regular. Show that L is recognised by a safety automaton if and only if it is
a closed set with respect to this distance.

Exercise 65. Find a condition on the Arnold semigroup of an ω-regular lan-
guage which characterises the clopen languages (i.e. languages which are both
closed and open with respect to the distance from Exercise 64)

Exercise 66. We use the topology from Exercise 64. Define a Gδ set to be any
countable intersection of open sets. Show that every ω-regular language is a
finite Boolean combination of Gδ sets.

Exercise 67. Let L ⊆ Σω be an ω-regular language, and define ! as in Exer-
cise 62. Show that L is recognised by a deterministic Büchi automaton if and
only if:

u(wv!)!vω ∈ L ⇒ u(wv!)ω ∈ L for every u,w, v ∈ Σ+.

Exercise 68. Let L ⊆ Σω. Define an ω-congruence to be any equivalence
relation ∼ on Σ+ which is a semigroup congruence and which satisfies∧

i∈{1,2,...}

wi ∼ w′i implies w1w2 · · · ∈ L⇔ w′1w′2 · · · ∈ L. (3.1)

Show that a language isω-regular if and only if it has anω-congruence of finite
index.

Exercise 69. Define semi-ω-congruence for a language L ⊆ Σω to be an equiv-
alence relation on finite words which satisfies (3.1), but which is not necessar-
ily a semigroup congruence. Show that if there is a semi-ω-congruence of finite
index, then there is an ω-congruence of finite index.

Exercise 70. We say that ∼ is the syntactic ω-congruence of L ⊆ Σω if it is
an ω-congruence, and every other ω-congruence for L refines ∼. Show that if
a language is ω-regular, then it has a syntactic ω-congruence, which is equal
to the Arnold congruence.
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Exercise 71. Show a language of ω-words which does not have a syntactic
ω-congruence.

3.2 Countable words and ◦-semigroups

In this section, we move to ◦-words. These are words where the set positions
for some countable linear order. The positions could be some finite linear order,
as in finite words, or the natural numbers, as in ω-words, but the positions
could also be dense, as in the rational numbers. One advantage of ◦-words, as
compared to ω-words, is that they can be concatenated, which is useful when
defining the corresponding generalisation of semigroups.

For finite words, as well as for ω-words, the approach via semigroups can be
seen as an alternative to existing automata models. This is no longer the case
for ◦-words. There is no known corresponding automaton model, and therefore
◦-semigroups are the only known model of recognisability.

Definition 3.7 (◦-words). A Σ-labelled linear order consists of a set X of po-
sitions, equipped with a total order and a labelling of type X → Σ. Two such
objects are considered isomorphic if there is a bijection between their posi-
tions, which preserves the order and labelling. Define a ◦-word over Σ to be
any isomorphism class of countable5 Σ-labelled linear orders. We write Σ◦ for
the set of ◦-words6.

Every finite word is a ◦-word, likewise for every ω-word. Another example
is labelled countable ordinals, e.g. any ◦-word where the positions are ω + ω.
Below is a more fancy example, which uses a dense set of positions.

Example 3.8 (Shuffles). A classical exercise on linear orders is that the ratio-
nal numbers are the unique – up to isomorphism – countable linear order which
is dense and has no endpoints (i.e. neither a least nor greatest element). This is

5 The reader might wonder why we assume countability. The reason is that the decidability
theory that will be described in this section breaks down for uncountable
linear orders. In fact, the mso theory of the order of real numbers (R, <) is undecidable, as shown

[22] Shelah, “The Monadic Theory of Order”, 1975 , Theorem 7
The description of ◦-semigroups in this section is based on

[5] Carton, Colcombet, and Puppis, “An algebraic approach to MSO-definability on count-
able linear orders”, 2018

which itself is based on Shelah’s approach to countable linear orders from [22].
6 Formally speaking, this is not a set, because the linear orders form a class an not a set.

However, without loss of generality we can use some fixed countably infinite set, e.g. the
natural numbers, for the positions (but the order need not be the same as in the natural
numbers). Under this restriction, the labelled linear orders become a set, and no isomorphism
types are lost. For this reason, we can refer to Σ◦ as a set.
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proved by constructing, using the back-and-forth method, an isomorphism be-
tween any two such orders. The same argument shows that for every countable
Σ there is a ◦-word over Σ which has no endpoints, and which satisfies∧

a∈Σ

∀x ∀y ∃z x < z < y ∧ a(x)︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
label a is dense

.

We use the name shuffle of Σ for the above ◦-word. Shuffles will play an im-
portant role in semigroups for ◦-words.

We now define the generalisation of semigroups for ◦-words. We use the ap-
proach to associativity via commuting diagrams that was described in Lemma 1.4.
Recall from that lemma that a semigroup product on a set S could be defined
as any operation π which makes the following diagram commute:

S
identity

  

view a letter as
a one-letter word ��

S +
π
// S

(S +)+
flattening //

π+

��

S +

π

��
S +

π
// S

For ◦-semigroups, we take the same approach. For a set S , the flattening oper-
ation (S ◦)◦ → S ◦ is defined in the natural way, by replacing each position with
the ◦-word that is in its label (a formal definition uses a lexicographic product
of labelled linear orders).

Definition 3.9. A ◦-semigroup consists of an underlying set S equipped with
a product operation π : S ◦ → S , which is associative in the sense that the
following two diagrams commute:

S
identity

  

view a letter as
a one-letter ◦-word ��

S ◦
π
// S

(S ◦)◦
flattening //

π◦

��

S ◦

π

��
S ◦

π
// S

In the above diagram, π◦ denotes the coordinate-wise lifting of π to ◦-words of
◦-words.

Example 9. The free ◦-semigroup over alphabet Σ has Σ◦ as its underlying set,
and its product operation is flattening. To check that this product operation is
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associative, one needs to prove that the following diagram commutes:

((Σ◦)◦)◦
flattening for alphabet Σ◦ //

(flattening for alphabet Σ)◦

��

(Σ◦)◦

flattening for alphabet Σ

��
(Σ◦)◦

flattening for alphabet Σ
// Σ◦

To prove this formally, one uses the formal definition of flattening, in terms
of lexicographic products of linear orders. This ◦-semigroup is called free for
the usual reasons; a more formal description of these usual reasons will appear
later in the book, when discussing monads. 2

Example 10. Recall the semigroups of size two that were discussed in Exam-
ple 1.2:

({0, 1},+)︸     ︷︷     ︸
addition mod 2

({0, 1},min) ({0, 1}, π1)︸      ︷︷      ︸
product ab is a

({0, 1}, π2)︸      ︷︷      ︸
product ab is b

({0, 1}, (a, b) 7→ 1)︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
all products are 1

Which ones can be extended to ◦-semigroups in at least one way?
The first example, i.e. the two-element group, cannot be extended in any

way, because the product a of the ω-word 1ω would need satisfy

a = π(1ω) = π(π(1)π(1ω)) = π(1a) = 1 + a.

The remaining semigroups can be extended to ◦-semigroups. As we will see in
Example 11, the extensions are not necessarily unique. 2

We use ◦-semigroups to recognise languages of ◦-words. Define a homomor-
phism of ◦-semigroups to be a function h which makes the following diagram
commute:

S ◦ h◦ //

product in S
��

T ◦

product in T
��

S
h
// T

Like for semigroups, homomorphisms of ◦-semigroup can be described in
terms of compositional functions. Suppose that S is a ◦-semigroup and T is
a set. We say that a function h : S → T is compositional if there exists a
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function π : T ◦ → T which makes the following diagram commute

S ◦ h◦ //

product in S
��

T ◦

π

��
S

h
// T

Using the same proof as for Lemma 1.3, one shows that if h is a composi-
tional and surjective, then π is necessarily associative, thus turning T into a
◦-semigroup, and furthermore h is a homomorphism.

We say that a language L ⊆ Σ◦ is recognised by a ◦-semigroup S if there is
a homomorphism h : Σ◦ → S which recognises it, i.e.

h(w) = h(w′) implies w ∈ L⇔ w′ ∈ L for every w,w′ ∈ L.

We are mainly interested in languages recognised by finite ◦-semigroups.

Example 11. Consider un-labelled countable linear orders, which can be viewed
as ◦-words over a one letter alphabet {a}. Consider the function

h : {a}◦ → {0, 1}

which sends well-founded ◦-words to 1, and the remaining ◦-words to 0. We
claim that h compositional (and therefore the language of well-founded ◦-
words is recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup). Indeed, take some v ∈ ({a}◦)◦

which flattens to w ∈ {a}◦. To prove compositionality, need to show that h◦(v)
uniquely determines h◦(w). This is because h(w) = 1 if and only if the po-
sitions of v are well-founded, and every such a position is labelled by a well-
founded order. All of this information can be recovered from h◦(v). The compo-
sitional function h induces an underlying structure of a ◦-semigroup on {0, 1}.
When restricted to finite products, this ◦-semigroup is the same as ({0, 1},min).
Note that a symmetric ◦-semigroup can be constructed, for orders which are
well-founded after reversing. The symmetric ◦-semigroup also coincides with
({0, 1},min) on finite words. 2

Example 12. Consider the language L ⊆ {a, b, 1}◦, which contains ◦-words
where some position with label a is to the left of some position with label b.
Consider the following function

w ∈ {a, b, 1}◦ 7→


0 if w ∈ L

1 if all letters are 1

b if all letters are b or c, and there is some b

a otherwise
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This function is easily seen to be compositional, and therefore its image is
a ◦-semigroup. The element 0 is absorbing, and 1 is a monoid identity. The
language L is therefore recognised by the corresponding ◦-semigroup. 2

Monadic second-order logic on ◦-words. The ordered model of a ◦-word is
defined in the same way as for finite words: the universe is the positions, and
the relations and their meaning are the same as for finite words. We say that
a language L ⊆ Σ◦ is definable in mso if there is an mso sentence ϕ, using the
vocabulary of the ordered model, such that

w ∈ L ⇔ the ordered model of w satisfies ϕ for every w ∈ Σ◦.

Example 13. Consider the language of well-founded ◦-words that was dis-
cussed in Example 11. This language is definable in mso, by simply writing in
mso the definition of well-foundedness:

∀X︸︷︷︸
for every

set of
positions

(∃x ∈ X)︸    ︷︷    ︸
which is nonempty

⇒ (∃x ∈ X ∀y ∈ X x ≤ y)))︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
there is a least position

.

Another example is the ◦-words which contain a sub-order that is dense:

∃X︸︷︷︸
exists a
set of

positions

(∃x ∈ X)︸    ︷︷    ︸
which is nonempty

∧ (∀x ∈ X ∀y ∈ Y x < y⇒ ∀z ∈ X x < z < y)))︸                                                      ︷︷                                                      ︸
and dense in itself

.

An ◦-word which violates the second property, i.e. it does not have any dense
sub-order, is called scattered. 2

Once we have built up all the necessary ideas in the Trakhtenbrot-Büchi-
Elgot Theorem for finite words, it is very easy to get the extension for ◦-words.

Lemma 3.10. If a language L ⊆ Σ◦ is definable in mso, then it is recognised
by a finite ◦-semigroup.

Proof We only give a brief sketch using Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games – a more
detailed proof using a powerset construction on ◦-semigroups will be given
later in Lemma 3.21s. We use the same argument as in Section 2.1. The set
model is defined the same way as for finite words – its universe is the subsets
of the positions. For k ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, define ≡k to be the equivalence relation
on Σ◦ which identifies ◦-words if their set models satisfy the same first-order
sentences of quantifier rank at most k. Using the same proof as for Lemma 2.5,
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except that now a ◦-word can be divided into more than two parts, one shows
that

w ∈ Σ◦ 7→ equivalence class of w under ≡k︸                                    ︷︷                                    ︸
we call this the rank k mso type of w

is a compositional function into a finite set. Therefore, the function is a homo-
morphism of ◦-semigroups. Every language definable in mso is recognised by
such a homomorphism, for suitably chosen k. �

The above lemma seems too easy. Is there a catch? Yes: the lemma does
not give any algorithm for deciding if an mso definable language is empty, or
any answering any other computational problems. In fact, the lemma would
remain true for uncountable words, and satisfiability of mso sentences for such
words is undecidable. The issue of finite representation for ◦-semigroups will
be addressed in the following section; and countability will play a crucial role.

Another interesting question is about the converse of the lemma: can one
define in mso every language that is recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup? For fi-
nite words and ω-words, the answer was “obviously yes”, because one can use
mso to formalise the acceptance by an automaton. Since we have no automata
for ◦-words, the question is harder. However, the answer is still “yes”, and it
will be given in Section 3.4.

Exercises

Exercise 72. Give a formula of mso which is true in some uncountable well-
founded linear order, but is false in all countable well-founded linear orders.

Exercise 73. Find two countable ordinals (viewed as ◦-words over a one letter
alphabet), which have the same mso theory.

Exercise 74. We write ω∗ for the reverse of ω. An (ω∗ + ω)-word is a ◦-
word where the underlying order is the same as for the integers. Show that the
following problem is decidable: given an mso sentence, decide if it is true in
some bi-infinite word.

Exercise 75. We say that a (ω∗ + ω)-word v is recurrent if every finite word
w ∈ Σ+ appears as an infix in every prefix of v and in every suffix of v. Show
that all recurrent (ω∗ + ω)-words have the same mso theory.
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Exercise 76. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x < Σ be a fresh letter. For w ∈ Σ◦

and u ∈ (Σ ∪ {x})◦, define u[x := w] ∈ Σ◦ to be the result of substituting each
occurrence of variable x in u by the argument w. For a language L ⊆ Σ◦, define
contextual equivalence to be the equivalence relation on Σ◦ defined by

w ∼ w′ iff u[x := w] ∈ L⇔ u[x := w′] ∈ L for every u ∈ (Σ ∪ {x})◦.

Show that ∼ is a ◦-congruence (which means that the function that maps w to
its equivalence class is compositional) for every language recognised by some
finite ◦-semigroup.

Exercise 77. Give a example of a language L ⊆ Σ◦ where contextual equiva-
lence is not a ◦-congruence.

Exercise 78. Show that every language recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup has
syntactic ◦-semigroup, but there are some languages (not recognised by finite
◦-semigroups), which do not have a syntactic ◦-semigroup.

Exercise 79. Consider a binary tree (every node has either zero or two chil-
dren, and we distinguish left and right children), where leaves are labelled by
an alphabet Σ. The tree might have infinite branches. Define the yield of such
a tree to be the ◦-word where the positions are leaves of the tree, the labels are
inherited from the tree, and the ordering on leaves is lexicographic (for every
node, its left subtree is before its right subtree). Show that every ◦-word can be
obtained as the yield of some tree.

Exercise 80. Show that the following problems are equi-decidable:

• given an mso sentence, decide if it is true in some ◦-word w ∈ Σ◦

• given an mso sentence, decide if its true in (Q, <).

Exercise 81. Assume Rabin’s Theorem, which says that the mso theory of the
complete binary tree

({0, 1}∗, x = y0︸ ︷︷ ︸
left

child

, x = y1︸ ︷︷ ︸
right
child

)

is decidable. Show that the problems from Exercise 80 are decidable. (We will
also prove this in the next section, without assuming Rabin’s theorem.)
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3.3 Finite representation of ◦-semigroups

The product operation in a finite semigroup can be seen as an operation of type
S + → S , or as a binary operation of type S 2 → S . The binary operation has the
advantage that a finite semigroup can be represented in a finite way, by giving a
multiplication table. In this section, we show that a similar finite representation
is also possible for ◦-semigroups. Apart from binary product, we will use two
types of ω-iteration – one forward and one backward – and a shuffle operation
(which inputs a set of elements, and not a tuple of fixed length).

Definition 3.11 (Läuchli-Leonard operations). For a ◦-semigroup, define its
Läuchli-Leonard operations7 to be the following four operations (with their
types written in red).

ab︸︷︷︸
binary

product
S 2 → S

aω︸︷︷︸
product of

aaa · · ·
S → S

aω∗︸︷︷︸
product of
· · · aaa
S → S

{a1, . . . , an}
η︸         ︷︷         ︸

product of the
shuffle of a1, . . . , an

PS → S

Theorem 3.12. The product operation in a finite ◦-semigroup is uniquely de-
termined by its Läuchli-Leonard operations.

Another way of stating the theorem is that if S is a finite set S equipped
with Läuchli-Leonard operations, then there is at most one way of extending
these operations to an associative product S ◦ → S . We say at most one instead
of exactly one, because the Läuchli-Leonard operations need to satisfy certain
associativity laws, such as:

aaω = aω (ab)ω = a(ba)ω {a1, . . . , an}
η = {{a1, . . . , an}

η}η

We do not worry too much about giving the full set of axioms8, because we
will only consider product operations that arise from compositional functions
– e.g. the product operation on mso types of given quantifier rank k – and such
product operations are guaranteed to be associative.

3.3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.12

The key idea in the proof of Theorem 3.12 is that the Läuchli-Leonard opera-
tions are enough to generate all sub-algebras, as stated in the following lemma.

7 [14] Läuchli and Leonard, “On the elementary theory of linear order”, 1966 , p. 109

8 It can be found in
[2] Bloom and Ésik, “The equational theory of regular words”, 2005 , Section 7
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Lemma 3.13. Let S be a ◦-semigroup, and let Σ ⊆ S . Then

{product of w : w ∈ Σ◦}︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
this is called the sub-algebra generated by Σ

⊆ S

is equal to the smallest subset of S which contains Σ and is closed under the
Läuchli-Leonard operations.

Before proving the lemma, we use it to prove Theorem 3.12.

Proof of Theorem 3.12, assuming Lemma 3.13. Suppose that S 1 and S 2 are
two ◦-semigroups, which have the same underlying set, and product operations
which agree on the Läuchli-Leonard operations. We will show that the product
operations are the same. Consider the product ◦-semigroup S 1 × S 2, defined in
the usual coordinate-wise way. Apply Lemma 3.13 to the diagonal

Σ = {(a, a) : a ∈ S } ⊆ S 1 × S 2.

Since the Läuchli-Leonard operations agree for S 1 and S 2, it follows from
the lemma that the sub-algebra generated by Σ is also on the diagonal, which
shows that the product operations of S 1 and S 2 are equal. �

The rest of Section 3.3.1 is devoted to proving Lemma 3.13. Define L ⊆ Σ◦

to be the ◦-words whose product can be obtained from Σ by applying the
Läuchli-Leonard operations. The lemma says that L = Σ◦. This follows im-
mediately from the following lemma (which is stated slightly more generally,
because it will be used again later), by taking λ to be the product operation of
the ◦-semigroup.

Lemma 3.14. Assume that L ⊆ Σ◦ contains Σ and is closed under binary
concatenation. A sufficient condition for L = Σ◦ is that there exists a colouring
λ : Σ◦ → C, with C a finite set of colours, such that:

(*) Let w ∈ (Σ◦)◦ be such that every position has label in L, and

λ◦(w) = cω︸       ︷︷       ︸
for some c ∈ C

or λ◦(w) = cω∗︸        ︷︷        ︸
for some c ∈ C

or λ◦(w) = shuffle of D.︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
for some D ⊆ C

Then the flattening of w belongs to L.

Before proving the lemma, we fix some notation for ◦-words. Define an
interval in a ◦-word to be any set of positions X such that is connected in the
following sense:

∀x ∈ X ∀y ∈ Y ∀z x < z < y⇒ z ∈ X.

An infix of a ◦-word is any ◦-word obtained by restricting the positions to
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some interval. For example, the rationals – viewed as a ◦-word over a one letter
alphabet – have uncountably many intervals, but five possible infixes. If x < y
are positions in a ◦-word w, then we write w(x..y) for the infix corresponding
to the interval {z : x < z < y}.

Proof Suppose then that L satisfies (*), as witnessed by a colouring λ. We
say that w ∈ Σ◦ is simple if all of its infixes are in L. We will show that all
of Σ◦ is simple, thus proving L = Σ◦. For the sake of contradiction, suppose
that w ∈ Σ◦ is not simple. Define ∼ to be the binary relation on positions in w,
which identifies positions if they are equal, or w(x..y) is simple (where x is the
smaller position and y is the bigger position).

Claim 3.15. The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation, every equivalence class
is an interval, and this interval induces a simple ◦-word.

Proof The relation ∼ is symmetric and reflexive by definition. Transitivity is
because simple words are closed under binary concatenation (which itself eas-
ily follows from the fact that L contains all letters and is closed under binary
concatenation). This establishes that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Because sim-
ple ◦-words are closed under infixes by definition, every equivalence class of
∼ is an interval.

It remains to show that every (infix induced by an) equivalence class is sim-
ple. Here we use countability and the assumption (*). Consider an equivalence
class X. Choose some x ∈ X. We will show that the suffix of X that begins in x
is simple. A symmetric argument will establish that the prefix leading up to x
is simple, and thus X itself is simple by binary concatenation.

If X has a last position, then the suffix that begins in x is simple by definition
of ∼. Suppose then that there is no last position in X. By countability, chose
some sequence of positions

x = x0 < x1 < x2 < . . . ∈ X

which is co-final, i.e. every position in X is smaller than some xi. By the Ram-
sey Theorem, we can assume without loss of generality that there is some c ∈ C
such that for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, the infix obtained from w(xi..xi+1) by append-
ing position xi+1 has colour c under λ. Furthermore, this infix is simple by
definition of ∼. Therefore, thanks to assumption (*), we know that the con-
catenation of all of these infixes is simple. �

Since the equivalence classes of ∼ are intervals, they can be viewed as an or-
dered set, with the order inherited from the original order on positions in w. Be-
cause simple words are closed under binary concatenation, the order on equiv-
alence classes is dense, since otherwise two consecutive equivalence classes
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would need to be merged into a single one. Define w∼ ∈ C◦ to be the result of
replacing every equivalence class of ∼ by its colour under λ. By assumption
that w is not simple, ∼ has more than one equivalence class, and therefore the
positions of w∼ are an infinite dense linear order.

Claim 3.16. Some infix of w∼ is a shuffle.

Proof Take some colour c ∈ C. If there is some infinite infix of w∼ where c
does not appear at all, then we can continue working in that infix (its positions
are still an infinite dense linear order). Otherwise, positions with colour c are
dense. By iterating this argument for all finitely many colours in C, we find an
infinite infix where every colour either does not appear at all, or is dense. This
infix is a shuffle. �

By (*), the flattening of the infix from the above claim is simple. It follows
that the corresponding interval should have been a single equivalence class of
∼, contradicting the assumption. �

3.3.2 Decidability of MSO

By Theorem 3.12, a finite ◦-semigroup can be represented in a finite way, by
giving its underlying set and the multiplication tables for its Läuchli-Leonard
operations. We will use this representation to give decision procedure for mso
on ◦-words.

A powerset construction. To decide mso, we will use a powerset construction
for finite ◦-semigroups, which will correspond to set quantification in mso. We
begin by describing this construction.

Definition 3.17. For a ◦-semigroup S , define the powerset ◦-semigroup PS as
follows. The underlying set of PS is the powerset of the underlying set of S ,
including the empty set9. The product operation is defined by

w ∈ (PS )◦ 7→ {product of v︸        ︷︷        ︸
in S

: v ∈◦ w},

where v ∈◦ w means that v ∈ S ◦ can be obtained from w ∈ (PS )◦ by choosing

9 Whether or not we allow the empty set is not important for the construction.
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for each position an element of its label10. We leave it as an exercise to check
that the product operation defined this way is associative11.

The following lemma shows that the powerset construction is computable.
What is not obvious is finding the multiplication tables for the Läuchli-Leonard
operations.

Lemma 3.18. Given the multiplication tables for the Läuchli-Leonard opera-
tions in a finite ◦-semigroup S , one can compute the multiplication tables for
the Läuchli-Leonard operations in the powerset ◦-semigroup PS .

Proof In the proof, we adopt the convention that elements of S are denoted
by lower-case letters a, b, c, while elements of PS are denoted by upper-case
letters A, B,C. The multiplication table for binary product of PS , namely

A, B ∈ PS 7→ { ab︸︷︷︸
product in S

: a ∈ A, b ∈ B},

is easily computable using the binary product in S . The hard part is the multi-
plication tables for the infinitary operations, i.e. ω-power, ω∗-power and shuf-
fles.

ω-power. We begin by clarifying some notation. For a A ∈ PS , the expression
Aω can be understood in three different ways:

(1) Aω⊆ S ◦ is the set of ω-words where all letters are from A;
(2) Aω∈ (PS )◦ is the ω-word where all letters have label equal to A;
(3) Aω∈ PS is the product of the word from item (2) in the ◦-semigroup PS .

To avoid confusion, we use the red type annotation below. The Läuchli-Leonard
operation in the powerset ◦-semigroup PS that we are discussing in this lemma
uses the third meaning of Aω:

A ∈ PT 7→ Aω∈ PS .

To compute this operation, we will use, apart from S , one other ◦-semigroup.
This other ◦-semigroup, call it T , is used to recognise the singleton language

{Aω∈ (PS )◦} ⊆ (PS )◦.

10 The relation v ∈◦ w can be formalised by saying that there exists a ◦-word u over alphabet

{(a, A) : a ∈ A ⊆ S }

such that v is the projection of u to the first coordinate, and w is the projection of u to the
second coordinate.

11 One has to a bit careful. For example, there is no such thing as a powerset group.
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The elements of T are {ω,+, 0} and the product operation is the unique product
which makes the following function h into a homomorphism:

w ∈ (PS )◦ 7→


ω if w = Aω∈ (PS )◦

+ if v is a finite word and all letters have label A

0 otherwise

For the Läuchli-Leonard operations in T , all outputs are 0 with the following
exceptions:

++ = + + ω = ω +ω = ω.

Claim 3.19. Let a ∈ S . Then a ∈ Aω∈ PS if and only if (a, ω) belongs to the
sub-algebra of the ◦-semigroup S × T that is generated by {(b,+) : b ∈ A}.

Proof By unravelling the definitions, (a, ω) belongs to the sub-algebra from
the claim if and only if it is the product of some ◦-word u where every letter is
of the form (b,+) for some b ∈ A. Since the product of u has ω on the second
coordinate, then u must be an ω-word. Therefore, if we project u onto the first
coordinate, we get a word in Aω⊆ S ◦ whose product is a, thus proving the right-
to-left implication. The left-to-right implication reverses this reasoning. �

By the above claim, in order to compute Aω∈ PS , it is enough to compute
the sub-algebra from the claim. Thanks to Lemma 3.13, this sub-algebra is the
closure of {(b,+) : b ∈ A} under the Läuchli-Leonard operations of S × T ,
which are simply the coordinate-wise liftings of the Läuchli-Leonard opera-
tions in S and T . Therefore, Aω∈ PS can be computed.

Shuffle power. The argument for ω∗-power is symmetric to the one above, so
we are left with the shuffle power in the ◦-semigroup PS :

{A1, . . . , An} 7→ {A1, . . . , An}
η

We use a similar argument as for the ω-power, except that we need to define a
◦-semigroup which describes the singleton language {w} where

w def
= shuffle of {A1, . . . , An}︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

a ◦-word over alphabet PS

.

Such a ◦-semigroup T and a recognising homomorphism

h : (PS )◦ → T
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are left as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 82). By definition of the
powerset ◦-semigroup,

{A1, . . . , An}
η = {product of v︸        ︷︷        ︸

in S

: v ∈◦ w}.

Let a ∈ S . The same proof as for Claim 3.19 shows that

a ∈ {A1, . . . , An}
η

holds if and only if (a, h(w)) belongs to the sub-algebra of S × T that is gener-
ated by elements of the form

{(b, h(Ai)) : i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, b ∈ Ai}.

This sub-algebra can be computed, as in the case of ω-power. �

Decidability of MSO. Using the powerset construction on ◦-semigroups, we
can now prove decidability of mso over ◦-words.

Theorem 3.20. The following problem is decidable:

Input. An mso sentence ϕ, which defines a language L ⊆ Σ◦.
Question. Is the language L nonempty?

The rest of Section 3.3.2 is devoted to proving the above theorem. As in
Section 2.1, instead of using mso in the ordered model, it will be easier to
use first-order logic over (the extension for ◦-words of ) the set model, see
Definition 2.3. By induction on formula size, for every first-order formula over
the set model we will construct a homomorphism into a finite ◦-semigroup
that recognises the language of the formula. The finite ◦-semigroup will be
represented, according to Theorem 3.12, by giving the underlying set and the
multiplication tables for its Läuchli-Leonard operations.

For the induction, we need to deal with formulas with free variables. Con-
sider a first-order formula

ϕ(x1, . . . , xn︸     ︷︷     ︸
the free variables range

over sets of positons

)

over the vocabulary of the set model (over some fixed input alphabet Σ.) We
define the language of ϕ to be the set of ◦-words over alphabet Σ×{0, 1}n, such
that ϕ is true in the projection to the Σ coordinate, assuming that variable xi is
set to the set of positions that have 1 on the i-th coordinate from {0, 1}.
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Lemma 3.21. Let Σ be an input alphabet. Given a formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) of
first-order logic over the vocabulary of the set model, we can compute a finite
◦-semigroup S , a (not necessarily surjective) homomorphism

h : (Σ × {0, 1}n)◦ → S ,

and an accepting set F ⊆ S such that the language of ϕ is exactly h−1(F). The
◦-semigroup is represented by multiplication tables for its Läuchli-Leonard
operations, and the homomorphism is represented by its restriction to one-
letter words.

Once we have proved the lemma, Theorem 3.20 follows immediately. We
simply need to check if the image of h contains some accepting element. There
is a slightly subtle point: since h is not necessarily surjective, the accepting set
could be nonempty but disjoint with the image of h. Therefore, we need to
compute the image of h, which is done by closing the images of the one-letter
words under the Läuchli-Leonard operations.

It remains to prove the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 3.21 Induction on the size of ϕ(x1, . . . , xn).

Atomic formulas. The atomic formulas are x ⊆ y, x < y, x = ∅ and x ⊆ a.
With the exception of x < y, all of the atomic formulas are of the form
“the label of every position has some property”. Therefore, for every atomic
formula except for x < y, the corresponding language is recognised by a
homomorphism into the semigroup {0, 1} with product defined by

w ∈ {0, 1}◦ 7→

0 if some position has label 0

1 if all positions have label 1.

For x < y, the appropriate ◦-semigroup is the one from Example 12.
Boolean combinations. For negation ¬ϕ, we use the same homomorphism as

for ϕ, and we complement the accepting set. For conjunction ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 and
disjunction ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, we use the product S 1 × S 2 of the inductively obtained
◦-semigroups, with a naturally defined homomorphism12. Since S 1 × S 2 is
defined coordinate-wise, the multiplication tables for its Läuchli-Leonard
operations can be computed using those from S 1 and S 2.

Quantification. We are left with quantification. Consider an existentially quan-
tified formula (for universal quantification, the reasoning is the same):

∃xn+1 ϕ(x1, . . . , xn+1).

12 The homomorphisms needs to account for the possibility that ϕ1 and ϕ2 use different subsets
of the free variables in ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2.
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Apply the induction assumption, yielding a homomorphism

h : (Σ × {0, 1}n+1)◦ → S

which recognises the language of ϕ. Consider the function

H : (Σ × {0, 1}n)◦ → PS︸︷︷︸
powerset ◦-semigroup

,

such that H(w) is the set of all values h(v) ∈ S , where v ranges over ◦-words
over alphabet Σ× {0, 1}n+1 such that w can be obtained from v by erasing the
last bit from each letter. It is not hard to see that H is a homomorphism. The
homomorphism H recognises the language of the existentially quantified
formula; the accepting set consists of those subsets of S which intersect
the accepting set for ϕ. The multiplication tables for the Läuchli-Leonard
operations in PS can be computed thanks to Lemma 3.18.

�

Exercises

Exercise 82. Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and let w be the shuffle of all letters in
Σ. Show a finite ◦-semigroup which recognises the singleton language {w}.

Exercise 83. A ◦-word w is called regular if the singleton language {w} is
recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup. Show that w is regular if and only if it can
be constructed from the letters by using the Läuchli-Leonard operations.

Exercise 84. Show that every nonempty mso definable language L ⊆ Σ◦ con-
tains some regular ◦-word.

Exercise 85. Show that if w is a regular ◦-word, then {w} is mso definable
(without invoking Theorem 3.22).

Exercise 86. Show that for every finite alphabet Σ there exists a ◦-word w ∈ Σ◦

such that

h(wvw) = h(w) for every h : Σ◦ → S︸       ︷︷       ︸
homomorphism into
a finite ◦-semigroup

and v ∈ Σ◦.
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Exercise 87. For a countable linear order X, let {a, b}X ⊆ {a, b}◦ be the set
of ◦-words with with positions X. We can equip this set with a probabilistic
measure, where for each position x ∈ X, the label is selected independently,
with a and b both having probability half. We say that X has a zero-one law if
for every mso definable language L, the probability of ϕ∩ {a, b}X is either zero
or one. For which of the following X = N,Z,Q is there a zero-one law?

Exercise 88. A countable linear order can be viewed as a ◦-word over a one-
letter alphabet. Among these, we can distinguish the countable linear orders
that are regular, i.e. generated by the Läuchli-Leonard operations, see Exer-
cise 83. Give an algorithm, which inputs a an countable linear order that is
regular in the above sense, and decides is it has a zero-one law (in the sense of
Exercise 87).

Exercise 89. Show that every mso definable language of ◦-words belongs to
the least class of languages which:

• contains the following two languages over alphabet {a, b, c}:

∃xa(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
some a

∃x ∃y a(x) ∧ b(y) ∧ x < y︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
a before b

• is closed under Boolean combinations;
• is closed under images and inverse images of letter-to-letter homomorphisms.

Exercise 90. We say that a binary tree (possibly infinite) is regular if it has
finitely many non-isomorphic sub-trees. Show that a ◦-word is regular (in the
sense of Exercise 83) if and only if it is the yield (in the sense of Exercise 79)
of some regular tree.

Exercise 91. Consider the embedding ordering (Higman ordering) w ↪→ v on
◦-words. Show that for every ◦-words w there is a regular ◦-word v such that
w ↪→ v and v ↪→ w. Hint: use Lemma 3.14.

Exercise 92. Suppose that we are given a language L ⊆ Σ◦, represented by
a finite ◦-semigroup S , a homomorphism h : Σ◦ → S , and an accepting set
F ⊆ S . Give a algorithm which computes the syntactic ◦-semigroup (which
exists by Exercise 78).

Exercise 93. Let L be a class of languages, such that L satisfies the following
conditions:
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• every language in L is recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup;
• L is closed under Boolean combinations;
• L is closed under inverse images of homomorphisms h : Σ◦ → Γ◦;
• Let L ⊆ Σ◦ be a language in L. For every w,w1, . . . ,wn ∈ Σ◦, L contains the

inverse image of L under the following operations:

v 7→ wv v 7→ vw v 7→ vω v 7→ vω∗ v 7→ shuffle of {w1, . . . ,wn, v}.

Show that if L belongs toL, then the same is true for every language recognised
by its syntactic ◦-semigroup.

Exercise 94. Let Σ be an alphabet and let c < Σ be a fresh letter. We say
that L ⊆ Σ◦ is definable in ltl[F] if there is a formula of ltl[F] which defines
the language cL, see Exercise 41. Give an algorithm which inputs the finite
syntactic ◦-semigroup of a language L ⊆ Σ◦, and answers if the language is
definable in ltl[F]. Hint: the ◦-semigroup must be suffix trivial, but this is not
sufficient.

Exercise 95. Give an algorithm which inputs the finite syntactic ◦-semigroup
of a language L ⊆ Σ◦, and answers if the language is definable in two-variable
first-order logic fo2. Hint: the ◦-semigroup must be in da, but this is not suffi-
cient.

Exercise 96. Show that aperiodicity is not sufficient for first-order definability
for ◦-words: give an example of a language L ⊆ Σ◦ that is recognised by a
finite aperiodic ◦-semigroup, but which is not definable in first-order logic.

3.4 From ◦-semigroups to MSO

In Theorem 3.10, and again in Lemma 3.21, we have shown that if a language
of ◦-words is definable in mso, then it is recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup.
We now show that the converse implication is also true.

Theorem 3.22. If a language of ◦-words is recognised by a finite ◦-semigroup,
then it is definable in mso13 which says that

13 This theorem was first shown in
[5] Carton, Colcombet, and Puppis, “An algebraic approach to MSO-definability on count-

able linear orders”, 2018 , Theorem 5.1.
The proof presented here is different, and it is based on the proof in

[20] Schützenberger, “On finite monoids having only trivial subgroups”, 1965 , p. 192
which shows that every aperiodic monoid recognises a star-free language. We use the different
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As mentioned before in this chapter, the theorem would be easy if there was
an automaton model, which would assign states to positions, and where the
acceptance condition could be formalised in mso. Unfortunately, no such au-
tomaton model is known. Therefore, we need a different proof for the theorem.
The rest of Section 3.4 is devoted to such a proof.

We begin by defining regular expressions for ◦-words. For a finite family L
of languages of ◦-words, define the shuffle ofL to be the ◦-words which can be
partitioned into intervals so that: (a) every interval induces a word from L for
some L ∈ L; (b) the order type on the intervals is that of the rational numbers;
and (c) for every L ∈ L, the intervals from L are dense.

Lemma 3.23. Languages definable in mso are closed under Boolean combi-
nations and the following kinds of concatenation:

LK L+ Lω Lω∗ shuffle of L︸︷︷︸
a finite family
of languages

Proof For the Boolean operations, there is nothing to do, since Boolean op-
erations are part of the logical syntax. For the concatenations, we observe that
mso can quantify over factorisations, as described below.

Define a factorisation of a ◦-word to be a partition of its positions into inter-
vals, which are called blocks. For a factorisation, define a compatible colouring
to be any colouring of positions that uses two colours, such that all blocks are
monochromatic, and if a block has a successor, then the successor has a differ-
ent colour. A compatible colouring always exists (there could be uncountably
many choices). A factorisation can be recovered from any compatible colour-
ing: two positions are in the same block if and only if the interval connecting
them is monochromatic. A compatible colouring can be represented using a
single set – namely the positions with one of the two colours. This represen-
tation can be formalised in mso, i.e. one can write an mso formula ϕ(x, y, X)
which says that positions x and y are in the same block of the factorisation
which arises from the compatible colouring represented by set X.

Using the above representation, we show closure of mso under the concate-
nations in the lemma. For LK, we simply say that there exists a factorisation
with two blocks, where the first block is in L and the second block is in K.
(To say that a block is in L or K, we observe that mso sentences can be rel-
ativised to a given interval.) For L+, we say that there exists a factorisation
with finitely many blocks, where all blocks are in L. Here is how we express
that there are finitely many blocks: there are first and last blocks, and there is

proof because, after suitable modifications, it allows us to characterise star-free languages of
◦-words, see Exercise 102.
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no proper subset of positions that contains the first block and is closed under
adding successor blocks. For Lω, we do the same, except that there is no last
block. For Lω∗, we use a symmetric approach. For the shuffle, we say that the
blocks are dense and there is no first and last block. �

In the proof of Theorem 3.22, we will only use the closure properties of mso
from the above lemma. In particular, it will follow that every language recog-
nised by a finite ◦-semigroup can be defined by a regular expression which
uses single letters and the closure operations from the lemma (which include
intersection and complementation).

To prove Theorem 3.22, we will show that the product operation of every
finite ◦-semigroup can be defined in mso, in the following sense. Let S be a
finite ◦-semigroup. We will show that for every a ∈ S , the language

La = {w ∈ S ◦ : whas product a}

is mso definable. This will immediately imply that every language recognised
by a homomorphism into S is mso definable, thus proving the theorem.

The proof is by induction on the infix ordering. Fix for the rest of this section
an infix class J ⊆ S . We partition S into two parts:

easy elements︸           ︷︷           ︸
proper prefixes of J

∪ hard elements︸           ︷︷           ︸
the rest

.

The induction hypothesis says La is mso definable for every easy a ∈ S . We
need to prove the same thing for every a ∈ J.

We begin with an observation about smooth products, which follows from
the Ramsey argument that was used in Theorem 3.2. We say that w ∈ S ◦ is
J-smooth if every finite infix of w has a product in J. This is a lifting to infinite
words of the notion of smoothness that was used in Section 1.3. In particular,
by Claim 1.22 from that section, a ◦-word is J-smooth if and only if all of its
infixes of length at most two are J-smooth. The following lemma describes the
products of certain J-smooth words.

Lemma 3.24. For every idempotent e ∈ J the following holds. Let w ∈ J◦ be
J-smooth. If w is an ω-word, then its product is aeω, where a depends only on
e and the first letter in w. If w is an (ω∗ + ω)-word, then its product is eω∗eω.

Since the lemma is true for every choice of idempotent e, it follows that
eω∗eω does not depend on the choice of e.

Proof The main observation is the following claim.

Claim 3.25. If w is J-smooth and has first letter e, then its product is eω.
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Proof By Lemma 3.4, the product of w is equal to a f ω, for some a, f . Since
w is J-smooth, a and f belong to J. Since the first letter of w is e, we have
ea = a. Since f is infix equivalent to e, it admits a decomposition f = xeey.
Therefore

a f ω = ea(xeey)ω = eaxe︸︷︷︸
g

( eyxe︸︷︷︸
h

)ω.

We now continue as in the proof of Lemma 3.5: because g, h, e are in the same
group, then gω = eω = hω, and therefore ghω = eω. �

The claim immediately proves the lemma. Indeed, consider a J-smooth ω-
word with first letter a. The first letter admits a decomposition axe for some x,
because every prefix class intersects the suffix class of e. By the above claim,
the product of every J-smooth ω-word that begins with a is equal to axeω. A
similar argument works when the positions are ordered as the integers: every
J-smooth (ω∗ + ω)-word has the same product as a smooth (ω∗ + ω)-word
with an infix ee, and the latter has product eω∗eω thanks to the claim and its
symmetric version for ω∗. �

In the rest of the proof, we will use the following terminology. We say that
a colouring (a function from ◦-words to a finite set of colours) is mso definable
if for every colour, its inverse image is an mso definable language. We say that
a colouring λ is mso definable on a subset L of inputs if there exists an mso
definable colouring that agrees with λ on inputs from L.

The strategy for the rest of the proof is as follows. Define LJ ⊆ S ◦ to be the
◦-words that have product in J. We first show in Lemma 3.26 that the colouring

w ∈ S ◦ 7→ prefix class of the product of w

is mso definable on LJ . Next, we use this result about prefixes and a symmet-
ric one for suffixes, to show in Lemma 3.28 that the product operation is mso
definable on LJ . Finally, in Lemma 3.31 we show that the language LJ is de-
finable in mso. We can then conclude as follows: a ◦-word has product a ∈ J if
and only if it belongs to LJ , and the colouring from Lemma 3.28 step maps it
to a. It remains to prove the lemmas.

Lemma 3.26. The following colouring is mso definable on LJ:

w ∈ S ◦ 7→ prefix class of the product of w.

Proof We write H ⊆ S ◦ for the ◦-words with a hard product. This language is
definable in mso, as the complement of the easy products that are definable by
induction assumption. For an interval in w, define its product to be the product
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of the infix of w that is induced by the interval. An interval is called easy if its
product is easy, otherwise it is called hard. By the induction assumption, we
can check in mso if an interval is easy or hard. An interval is called almost easy
if it all of its proper sub-intervals are easy.

Claim 3.27. The product operation is mso definable on easy intervals.

Proof If there is a last position, then the product can be easily computed:
remove the last position, compute the product, and then add the last position.
Otherwise, if there is no last position, then we can use Lemma 3.4 to see that
an almost easy interval has product b ∈ S if and only if it belongs to

La(Le)ω for some easy a, e such that aeω = a.

The above condition can be formalised in mso thanks to the induction assump-
tion and Lemma 3.23. �

Define a prefix interval to be a nonempty downward closed interval. We will
compute in mso the prefix class of some hard prefix interval; if the ◦-word is in
LJ then this hard prefix has the same prefix class as w. We do a case disjunction,
depending on whether or not there is an easy prefix interval (which can clearly
be checked in mso).

• Suppose first that there is no easy prefix interval. This means that that either
w has a first letter which is in J, or w ∈ Hω∗. In the first case, the first
letter uniquely determines the prefix class of the product of w. In the second
case, when w ∈ Hω∗, then under the assumption of w ∈ LJ , we can use
Lemma 3.24 to conclude that the product of w is in the prefix class of eω∗,
where e is some arbitrarily chosen idempotent from J.

• Suppose next that there is some easy prefix interval. Let X be the union of
all easy prefix intervals. This is an almost easy interval, and therefore its
product a ∈ S can be computed thanks to Claim 3.27. If a is hard, then
we know the prefix class of w. Otherwise, if a is easy, it follows that after
removing X, we get a ◦-word as in the first case, and we can use that case to
compute the prefix class.

�

Lemma 3.28. The product operation of S is mso definable on LJ .

Proof Let w ∈ LJ . We use the terminology about intervals from the proof of
Lemma 3.26 .

Claim 3.29. There exists a factorisation w = w1w2w3 such that:
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• w1 is either empty or in Hω;
• w2 is a finite concatenation of almost easy ◦-words;
• w3 is either empty or in Hω∗.

Here is a picture of the factorisation:

w1 w2 w3{ {{
H H

Proof Define a limit prefix of w to be any prefix interval which induces a ◦-
word in Hω. Limit prefixes are closed under (possibly infinite) unions. If there
is a limit prefix, then there is a maximal one, namely the union of all limit
prefixes (if there are not limit prefixes, we define the maximal limit prefix to
be empty). Define w1 ∈ Hω to be the maximal limit prefix of w (if no limit
prefix exists, then w1 is empty). Remove the prefix w1, and to the remaining
part of the word apply a symmetric process, yielding a suffix w3 ∈ Hω∗ and a
remaining part w2. This is the factorisation in the statement of the claim.

It remains to show that w2 is a finite concatenation of almost easy ◦-words.
By construction, the remaining part w2 does not have any prefix in Hω, nor
does it have any suffix in Hω∗. Take the union of all easy prefixes of w2 (this
union exists, because w2 has no suffix in Hω∗, and it is almost easy), and cut it
off. After repeating this process a finite number of times, we must exhaust all
of w2, since otherwise there would be a prefix in Hω. Therefore, w2 is a finite
concatenation of almost easy ◦-words. �

Let w1,w2,w3 be as in the above claim. By Lemma 3.24, the product of w1

is uniquely determined by its prefix class (under the assumption that the entire
◦-word belongs to LJ). Therefore, thanks to Lemma 3.26, we can compute in
mso the product of the w1. Symmetrically, we can compute the product of w3.
It remains to compute the product of w2. This is done in the following claim.

Claim 3.30. If a ◦-word is a finite concatenation almost easy ◦-words, then its
product can be computed in mso.

Proof By the Kleene theorem about regular expressions being equivalent to
finite automata, the set of finite concatenations of almost easy intervals can
be described using a regular expressions, where the atomic expressions de-
scribe almost easy words of given product. Such a regular expression can be
formalised in mso thanks to Lemma 3.23 �
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�

Lemma 3.31. The language LJ is mso definable.

Proof Define I ⊆ S to be the hard elements which are not in J. This is an
ideal in the ◦-semigroup S , i.e. if w ∈ S ◦ has at least one letter in I, then its
product is in I. Define LI to be the ◦-words with product in I. Again, this is an
ideal, this time in the free ◦-semigroup S ◦. We will show how to define LI in
mso; it will follow that LJ is mso definable as

LJ = H − LI .

The key is the following characterisation of LI . Define an error to be a ◦-word
in S ◦ which satisfies at least one of the following conditions:

• binary error: belongs to LaLb for some a, b ∈ S − I such that ab ∈ I;
• ω-error: belongs to (La)ω, for some a ∈ S − I such that aω ∈ I;
• ω∗-error: belongs to (La)ω∗, for some a ∈ S − I such that aω∗ ∈ I;
• shuffle error: is in the shuffle of {La}a∈A for some A ⊆ S − I such that Aη ∈ I.

Note that in the above definition, we can use languages La for a ∈ J. These
languages are not yet known to be definable in mso.

Claim 3.32. A ◦-word belongs to LI if and only if it has an error infix.

Proof Clearly every error is in LI , and since LI is an ideal, it follows that LI

contains every ◦-word with an error infix. We are left with the converse impli-
cation: every ◦-word in LI contains an error infix. To prove this implication,
we will show that the language

L = {w ∈ S ◦ : if w ∈ LI then w has an error infix}

satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.14, with λ being the product operation
in S . The conclusion of Lemma 3.14 will then say that L is equal to S ◦, thus
showing that every ◦-word in LI has an error infix.

The first assumption of Lemma 3.14 says that L is closed under binary con-
catenation. Suppose that u, v ∈ L. We need to show that uv ∈ L. Suppose that
uv ∈ LI . If u ∈ LI , then it has an error infix by assumption on u ∈ L, and there-
fore also uv has an error infix. We argue similarly if v ∈ LI . Finally, if both u, v
have products in S − I, then uv is a binary error.

The remaining assumptions of Lemma 3.14 are checked the same way. �

As remarked before Claim 3.32, the definition of errors refers to languages
La with a ∈ J, which are not yet known to be definable in mso. We deal with this
issue now. By Lemma 3.28, for every a ∈ J there an mso definable language
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which contains all ◦-words that have product a, and does not contain any ◦-
words that have product in J−{a}. By removing the ◦-words with easy products
from that language, we get an mso definable language Ka with

La ⊆ Ka ⊆ La ∪ LI .

Define a weak error in the same way as an error, except that Ka is used instead
of La for a ∈ J. Since Ka is obtained from La by adding some words from
the ideal LI , it follows from Claim 3.32 that a ◦-word is in LI if and only if
it has an infix that is a weak error. Finally, weak errors can be defined by an
expression which uses mso definable languages and the closure operators from
Lemma 3.23, and therefore weak errors are mso definable. It follows that LI is
mso definable, and therefore LJ is mso definable. �

As we have already remarked when describing the proof strategy, the above
lemma completes the proof of the induction step in Theorem 3.22. Indeed, a
◦-word has product a ∈ J if and only if it belongs to LJ and it is assigned a by
the colouring from Lemma 3.28.

Exercises

Exercise 97. The syntax of star-free expression for ◦-words is the same as for
finite words, except that the complementation operation is interpreted as Σ◦−L
instead of Σ∗ − L. Define a ◦-star-free language to be a language L ⊆ Σ◦ that is
defined by a star-free expression. Show that if L is ◦-star-free, then its syntactic
◦-semigroup is aperiodic, but the converse implication fails.

Exercise 98. What is the modification for ◦-star-free expressions that is needed
to get first-order logic (over the ordered model)?

Exercise 99. Show that if L ⊆ Σ◦ is ◦-star-free, then the same is true for every
language recognised by its syntactic ◦-semigroup.

Exercise 100. Show that if L ⊆ Σ◦ is ◦-star-free, then the same is true for Lω.

Exercise 101. Show that if S is aperiodic, then the constructions from Lem-
mas 3.26 and 3.28 can be done using ◦-star-free expressions.
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Exercise 102. Show that L ⊆ Σ◦ is ◦-star-free if and only if its syntactic ◦-
semigroup is finite, aperiodic and satisfies14:

eω∗ = e = eω ⇒ e = {e}η for every idempotent e.

Hint: use Exercises 100 and 101.

Exercise 103. Show that languages of ◦-words definable in first-order logic
(in the ordered model) are not closed under concatenation LK.

Exercise 104. We say that a product operation π : S ◦ → S is regular-
associative if it satisfies the associativity condition from Definition 3.9, but
with the diagrams restricted so that only

S • = {w ∈ S ◦ : w is regular}

is used instead of S ◦. Show that if S finite and π : S ◦ → S is mso definable
and regular-associative, then π is associative.

Exercise 105. Show that if S is finite and π : S • → S is regular associative,
then it can be extended uniquely to an associative product π̄ : S ◦ → S . Hint:
the mso formulas defined in the proof of Theorem 3.22 depend only on the
Läuchli-Leonard operations of the ◦-semigroup S .

14 This exercise is based on
[6] Colcombet and Sreejith, “Limited Set quantifiers over Countable Linear Orderings”, 2015

, Theorem 2, item 2.
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